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TWO BOSS PARTNERS

FROM TUB ORIENT.
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BURNED AND
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Lard Salisbury Propoaaa
Conference la the
Intaraat at Paaca.

RiRvniist-

Piatt

BIG S

rD

NASHVILLE

AT

victory,
The PTastatlon by the Flood will be ioHnltely
stronger, and it would Mr. Spalding' Typewriter UnAnilunts to $90,000,000 aad
iojact courage Into the Greeks, and
bosoms llerself and Accounts
put an end to the panic. The powers
'600,000 Imporerlshed.
for Ills Downfall.
Will not Intervene as long as Greece

SALISBURY IS

PEACE

F.OR

Washington, D. C, My 1 Publlo
men supposed to bare the oonflienoe o(
President McKInley loolina to tbt be
lief that the eieootlve farora the an
nexation of Hawaii, bat they do not
think that any more will be made until
after the passage of the tariff bill.
The department of agrloultnre csti
mates the devastation caused by the
Hood to be $90,000,0C?,coveriDg
30,000
square miles, and partially impoverish'
people.
The treasury statement shows that
at the beginning of business,
there was a deorease of ll.235.C35 in
the gold reserve.
The following applications for posl
tions under the treasury department
were announced,
K. K..
.
t
Til
-- - .
jjinumuDBner, collector or. customs at
Portland, Ore. ; C. L. Gillen, coiner in
the mint at San Francisoo. The secretary of state and Mfa. Sher
man have invited all the prominent
people in Washington to a reception
to commemorate ' the seventy-fourtbirthday - of the secretary on Way
y,

v:

L- -l

1

h

iota.

t

... Senator 1'homas C. Piatt and Secre
tary Bliss are said to have formed a

political partnership to jointly dispose
of the federal patronage. Bliss is to be
the business man's candidate for mayor
oi greater New lor it.
The president has decided to appoint
uien miner, or salt LAica laty, to be U.
of Myron H. MoCord for Territorial
governor of Arizona, will be sent to the
senate on Monday.
y
was a record-breakat the
white bouse. The crowds of visitors
who had accumulated during, the six
days broke like a flood upon the presi
dent. Hordes of anxious offioe-see- k
ers were oamaed on the premises all
day.
Secretary Alger took the San Pedro,
l!nlffnrnia- - harhir matl
nn tAjitv.
aod will advertise for bids on the work
for which congress recently appropriated $2,900,000.
John Russell Young.of Philadelphia,
is said to be definitely slated for min
ister 10 spam; Isaac Hopkins,, of
Georgia, minister to Greece.
To-da-

er

CENTENNIAL

EXPOSITION.

president McKInley Touch., the Buttaa That
Opana the Naahvllle Shaw.

Ten
Nashville, Tenn., Mey
nessee's centennial exposition waa in
In the pres.
augurated at noon,
ence of a throng of many thousands.
The pressure of President McKinley's
tfinger upon a telegraph key that had
been attached to bis private desk at
-1.

to-da-

shows any disposition to continue the
war. The Greek navy in the gulf of
Salonioa Is inactive. The London
Standard's Athens correspondent says,
that while the drown prineeM was
after visiting; iba
driving home,
amouianoe noapuai sue was nissea saa
jeered by the crowd, end some shouted
so riotously that she was compelled to
return to the hospital for safety.
A telegram received here, from
Vienna, asserts that Lord Salisbury has
proposed a conference of the powers to
be Held in Paris, for the purpose of ar
riving at a settlement of the affair
Canea, Crete, May 1, The admir
ala commanding the foreign fleets in
Cretan waters landed at Candia, to
day, to confer with the leaders of the
Cretan insurgents.
y,

--

A

Chaise la

Thae-Keepl-

Belgium, May 1st. In
accordance with a decision of the gov.
ernment, commencing at midnight last
night, all official
through.
out Belgium will hereafter be done on
the
o'clock principle.
For
weeks past, in the railway stations,
post oflloes and government buildings
tnrougnout tbe country, men have been
at work repainting the faces of tbe
clocks, and tbe dials now bear within
the old circle of Roman figures an
other formed of Arabic numerals from
13 to 24. This will assist novioes in
tranalating the afternoon and evening
hours ioto the terms of tbe new system.
11 may be added that the innovation Is
not generally popular.

Brussels,

time-keepi-

A Nktleoal VachtlBf Body.

New York, N. Y.,

May 1. The
movement looking to the formation of
a national yachting body is expeoted to
take tangible form et a conference in
progress at tbe Fifth Avenue hotel. All
of the principal yacht-racin- g
eisocia.
tions and yaobt clubs of the United
States and Canada are represented.
The special object of tbe conference is
to determine upon such action as may
be coafidei-eadvisable Jto bring about
the adoption of uniform racing rules by
tbe various yacht racing associations
and yaobt clubs on both sides of the
border and the creation of a strong
and healthy national yaohting body.
Oaa. Powell Clavtoa ON.

Eureka Springs, Ark.,

May

1.

Gen. Powell Clayton, newly appointed
minister to Mexico, accompanied by
the members of bis family, left,
for the Ulty of Mexico. He expresses
himself as rather doubtful as to the
effect upon bim of the rariBed air, the
new post being 600 or 700 feet above
the aea level, but doe not anticipate
any temporary un pleasant oonsequeno-e- s,
although he has had several sick
spells of late.

A Fire Bug Conlcuas .
.I.itn kn.i.A mnA Ik. al.n.1
Va., May 1 Edward
Norfolk,
the starting of the machinery at 1:10
has
Crismond
just made a written cono'clock p. m. did the rest.
Promptly at noon, those assigned to fession to having started the great Are
whioh devested Portsmouth, Va., on
eroises appeared in- procession upon Marob 28tb. Crismond ia nnder ar
tbe platform of the auditorium, and a rest. Bis statement incriminates
. lew
minutes isier rresmeni i. w. number of others, who. will be arrest
- Thomas oalled.tha assemblage to order.
ed. He is of a good Virginia family.
The structure, just capable of accomDistlaiulthad Woman.
modating 6,000 people, was crowded
to the doors. Prayer was offered by
Chicago, 111., May 1 Miss Frances
Rieht-Rev- .
Thomas F. Gailor,
E. Willard, who has been almost conbishop of Tennessee, and the tinuously absent from Evanstoo sinoe
band rendered "America."
Then the death of ber mother, five
years ago,
President Thomas, in behalf of the men is expeoted to take
ber residence
up
wbose energy, toil and patriotism had
again in Rest Cottage next week. Lady
brdugbt the enterprise to a glorious Henry Somerset will arrive next month
completion, delivered an address of to be ber gaest for tne summer.

'tli.

-

1

felicitation. Governor Robert L. Tay.
lor spoke patriotically and with pride
in behalf of tbe state of Tennessee.
Major E. C. Lewis, direotor-general.i- n
a brief address, outlined the work that
had been accomplished, and concluded
bis remarks by presenting the keys ot
tbe exposition to President Thomas.
Then the signal was given to those
Awaiting it at Washington, Prestdent
McKinley touched tbe button, tbe big
engines in the power house behind
machinery ball commenced to move,
,I .
ltnrn area an Dir. la noha r4
eudtance sang "The Star Spangled
Banner,'' and, with the pronouncing
of the beaadtouon, tbe inauguration
eteroises were over And Tennessee's ex.
poeitioa opened to the people of the

......
.

-

World.

;

In The Air.
May 1

.The

EARTHQUAKE

.When

USE

OF

PAINE'S

JOSHUA 8. BAYNOLDS,

JOHN W, ZOLLARS,
L.1 F. ' ADAMS,

Assistant Cashier.

BROWNE &
MANZANARES
COMPANY
East Las Vegas and

Socorro, New Mexico

f

Ej

Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides,
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural Im
plements. Alfalfa, Grass, Cane
and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed

Wheat

nooses.

HERSELF.

Saras Ualee Brvia Waa to Bacoma Spald
ing's Second Wile.

Rancli and

Chicago, III., May 1. Sarah Louise
admitted that she ex
Errio,
pected to be
Spalding's
seoond bride.
With downcast eyes
and flashed cheeks, she confessed that
He has just returned from Europe
James Michael is the champion
she had allowed him to settle a fortune
and is now ready to join the racing
long distance bicyclist of the world.
men on tne 1'aoitic coast, despite the
He recommends all wheelmen
upon ber, with the agreement that he
was to divOroe bis wife and marry her. take Paine '8 celery compound.
large amount of work he has gone
She volunteered this information to the
His experience is that of thousands tnrougn auring me past months.
senate committee which is investigat- of others. Wita the opening of the
Michael has made cycle racing a
ing tbe Globe savings' bank failure. Dicycle season many a young person careful study and is in a position to
Tbe orimson crept up to ber temples and hundreds of older people who have give excellent advice not onlv to rac
when Senator Berry asked why she bad determined to take up bicycling as a ing men, but to wheelmen and athletes
taken things so easilj never question- neaith-givinexercise find themsel in general. In reference to his own
methods the following letter will in
ves really lacking the proper ''snap
ing the source of unending supplies !
Her eyes dropped and she ssid. or stamina to begia' on. Their bodily terest everybody:
after a moment's silence: "Mr, Spald condition prevents so spirited exercise
Boston, Mass.. Feb. 21. 1807
After the exertion of mv record rides
ing was going to get a divoroe and we They would like1 to ride but they are
were to be married as soon as it could out of sorts, run down by a winter of wnne with the Morsran & Wright
be arranged." Spalding was taken from work or indoor, life. Many who are team in the south last winter, during
and be is now being
jail,
really sick, who have' suffered from wmcn 1 lost somewnat in weient. on
of the unaccustomed climate,
debility or wasting diseases for a long account
Btnker Spaldicgr was taken from tbe time until they Had begun to tnink I was advised to use Paine's celerv
jail to the Great Northern hotel aod their troubles had bcoome chronic, as compound. , I am leased to sav that
examined by the- senate Investigating nothing1 gave them, relief would turn it gave such satisfaction thatlwaai&J
He denied giving to bicycling for relief. But this splen pelled to use it again to brace un from
committee,
Miss Ervin, 180,000,
did exercise, like any other, requires tbe effects of the two unusually rough
to undertake. The blood is ocean trips that I have taken during
strength
A Strike el Miner.
of order, the nerves are deranged, past month. I believe that wheelmen C)
out
Brazil, Indiana, May 1. Tbe and nature's food for both is needed who have to undergo the hardships of
' ' ...111 C A I) .
i ;i
All such persons will find to their "rtrnif
prospects are that every eoat mine in
of assistance in keep.
com
Peine's
celery
immense
field
that
compound
closed
be
will'
this
celery
immediately
joy.
The miners are firm in deolaring that pound; taken now, will triage them mj up taeir pnysicai rone.
Jimmy Michael
cut well. they will not accept tbe five-ceone needs to take a sorinp- works
Every
Faine's celery ., compound
in the scale, four thousand men will
'
rcmeuy 10 puniy tneir Dlood.arr.usp
probably go out. Tbe miners held a wondets in the spring. If yott have the
circulation and counteract the delabored under the load of repeated
mass meeting
headaches, neuralgic pains and days bilitating effects of months of confinDWINDLED DOWN.
of nervous debility,, now is your best ing work, worry and excitement.
Chicago, 111., May 1. Tbe May time to get well.
ine more Intelligent portion of
as
strike
' Michael is to-dday
involving 00,000 men,
the most phenom-ina- l every community are the ones who
was expeoted, narrowed down to four
rider in professional ranks. As best recommend Paine's celery com- (.)
'
buildings and trades unions and even far back as 1894 he was
undisputed pound. They have looked into this C)
In these all tbe men will rot go out.
champion of Great Britain, and inthe great remedy, followed its remarkable
Natural Oas Discovered.
following year he went to France and achievements in the case of friends.
San Antonio, Tex., May 1 Nat. scored 25 straight wins against the neighbors and relatives, and know jus'c
kj expect irom its use as a nerve
nral gas in immense quantities was picked riders of Europe... He has de- wpi
feated such famous men aa Jacquelin, and brain strengthener and ' restorer
in an artesian well
discovered,
Gougoltz, Huret," Rlvierre, Bonhours, and an ideal,, invigorator for a Tun- being drilled on the premises of the F and Barden of England, and Ley ton, down system.
F. Collins Manufacturing company on the
.
Belgian champion.
Houston street, this city.
y,

--

Mining: Supplies.
Fence Wire, Nails, Picks and Shov- els, Blasting I and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep, Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks, Dried Fruits, California and Eastern Canned Fruits
and Vegetables,
Farinaceous
Goods. Navajo Blankets.

g

Imported and

Domestic Groceries

Bain Wagons.
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Aa Editor Remembered.
Chicago, May 1. Just as

Joe Dub'
lap was getting into a oarriago for the
Jollet prison, this mornlnp, a message
came from President McKinlcy, grantstay.
ing him four-day- s
Into Effect.
May

1
The advance ot b per oent. in tbe price of
window glass in all seotions of the
country went into effect Ibis morning,

Pittsbcru, Pa.,

D

Sarr Miguel National Bank.
OF
LAS

Capital raid in
Surplus,
DS.

J.

GROSS.
BLACKWELL

& KELLY.

a

ar

'

f

ha

Slocii ol Shoas and Sunwar

Handsama Baods

mi

Mi Just fo:ml

Sold on

Thsy are

Trssh

we offer them at Unheard of Low Prices.

Sim?, ? y!

Installments
We have just received a full assortment.
Also all kinds of POULTRY NETTING,
SCREEN WIRE, SCREEN DOORS, FENCE
WIRE and all seasonable goods to be sold
at the lowest possible prices at the - - !

Very Fine Qrade Straw Hats
Gnu Sklri Kid Shoes the Best, flediurn grade Straw Hats,
.
for Men, Youths and Children
. Camel Skin Shoes,
Also Latest Shades in Colored Shoes.
VIcl KM

A

A--

Vice-Preside-

Strousser & tachariach ,

,

()

C)
c

A
ll 1"
Ctn.mn
iuvc ciuu oteei
Kanges

50,000.

..

tbe

BLACKWELL

C)

.
President,
fiPBINGEB,
D. T. EOSKLNS. Cashier.
F- - B.
JANUABT, Assistant Cashier
IKTBRKST PAID OH THUS DEPOSITS UEI

FKiaa

trt a:

IOI, 102 AND
104 NORTH 2ND
St. St. LOUIS MO.

OOCOOOOOOOGCO
0 GOOOCCCO
$100,000.
VVVVVVVVVVVVTVVVVVVVVWAVl

VEGAS.

omriCKRiit

M. CUNNINGHAM,

oourt whioh is trying Captain Komeyn

bomb-throwi-

A. C. SMITH, Cashier

!

uxwwi Mm.. .

last, abe reluotantly told them where
ber aavlngs were, and the men secured
tbe money. Their capture means two

Atlas

President

t.

Accounts Received Subject' to Check.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits,

A
W. Va., May 1
of
horrible
comes
torture
from
aiory
Adonis, a village near here, and a
posse are now pursuing a white man
and a negro, who burned and robbed
Mrs. Margaret Shook, an old woman,
at that place. Mrs. Shook, who lived
alone, was known to have 200 hidden
In ber hovel, the savings of years. The
two fiends seised tbe old woman, and
one held her while the other pressed
live ooais against her bare feet, singe- Ing her hair from her head and finally
burned one ear completely off. At

A., terrifio
Sak Salvador, May
desexplosion of, dynamite,
met at Fort McFherson, this morning, troyed two blocks, and caused the loss
it was not in tbe humor to permit any of many lives. A wagon loaded with
further sensational assaults by either dynamite was passing through the city
.
side. The air at tbe garrison is clouded when it exploded.
y. r
with spandal and the job of purifying
Death by an Earthquake,
it, which is tbe duty of the oourt, is not
New York;, May 1. A cable from
relished.
Jamaica, this morning, tells of i)00
Anarchlfta Saqtaneed.
lost
The lives which were an in the chain of
Babrelova, Spain, May 1.
leeward islands by
earthquake, yes.
court martial, to, day, concluded the terday. Fifty buildings also collapsed.
sentences of eighty-fou- r
anarohists, acUn. hllllpi, wife of Atchison Engineer
cused of participating in tbe
in which twelve persons were J. V. Fhipipi, of Emporia, Kansas, died
after a ihqrt IHnpss causpj by nervous
killed and fifty wounded. Twenty-si- x
were condemned to death and the rest prostration. She leaver a imband and
two son. One ion Urea In California and
to various terms of imprisonment.
th othr in 8t. Johns, .;
.Vv'f".'., v

Atlanta, Ga.,

THE

Bmtktilm.

UNBOSOMS

42;

ABR0A0

Dyoamlle Eiploilqn.

Larje Oold ahipmrnt.
2Jew Yori, Mny 1
steamship
4 Trlpl Tragedy,
"Lascagoe,'" which salted for Europe,
Jacesom FEBRf, Va.,May I. When
bad on board 14,000,000 in
y,
ot A. L.
gold, tbe largeet consignment of pre- neighbors went to the house
cious metal shipped or months past.
Lane, this morning, they found Lane,
gjjody & his wife and child, dead. All had been
Bostost, May f
Cooipany will increase the shipnent, shot. There is no clue to any murdernext week, to flKW.aOO tor Tuesday's er anj it is believed that Lane, after
steamer.
killing bis ytfe $.4 ghild, committed
.

AN

3
NO.

Yice-Presiden-
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Scandal

ADVISES

cause

the Hellenic

a Greek

want

LAS VEGA3, NEW MEXICO.

CELERY. COMPOUND.

LARGE GOLD SHIPMENT

A

k in

National Bank

and

Bliss Said to Have

ing. If a battle is fought at Pbarsala
ill result will likely vitally effect the
whole future course of events. If it is

J

lit.

our Special Column whan
01 Anything,
8
Sarece(jejeceieaec:eceoecaaeceoa- ft'

H

NEW .VJiXIiJO,; SATITUDAY EVENING, MAY 1; 1897.

An Old Woman at Adonis, Wet
Secretary
London, England, May 1. News
Formed
V., Horribly Tortured for
from the seat of war in Greece was
CHAMP10!) MICHAEL
mornthis
Her Money.
particularly unsatisfactory,
a Political Combine.

Senator

Ji Tim

"

J

OLD TOWN IIARDWARB

STORE.

;i).:wiNTfcRsn..:

,1;

to-da-

Kler,

The HcriKa EfcwUaa.
TAl.fUIASREK,
F!a., May

suicide.

I

-

To

A

Qrl

preaant ta DJax.
rofsnu, aod forty recruits quietly left,
CiTf Ojf Mf fjco, Maxico, May 1.
fchis aiorning.
President pisz has just received a magT.a t ifht For Hoie.
nificent saddle horse as a prtsept from
w York, U. Y.,
1. Nearly Don Cameron. Tbe express charges
i00 fighting Greeks left oa tbe 'Lag- - on the animal cost Cameron 600 in
A

.flcogne," this myraipg.

gold.

South Side the Plaza.
, ...

MODEL

;

tu uiu m

,XASfl'SK0

Scalped.

f lbs legislature was
day's
Baltimore, Md., May J. Miss
exciting and was marked with many Jessie Strloklor, aged seventeen years,
eersuo),8. Senator Cali Gfliy missed was scalped in Marburg's tobacco
&u leHioo by five vote.
works, to day. A cigarette machine
CtfMt Kiu)ijtc pnica.
oiugbt ber long, beautiful hair and the
Fotst Worth, Texas, May 1. A entire top was l0TH pff. Tbe girl Is
dying.
Cuban recruiting office basfeaesoanfid
seasiod

tm

We can save you money on
'

Oranges from

Bananas at 2$c per dozen.
- 8c to 6oc per dozen
1

-

Tub Butter
Daisy Flour

JA

22c per pound
$1.20 per sack

o

DICK. i
ir

fx

Hk

.i

ft

au immense smpment oi Jjauies J
B Shirt Waists, comprising the latest novelties in Lawns. Jla- tiste, etc., etc., with detacliablc collars and ouffs, randnj? in 3
prices from 75c to $2.75,
1
iii
Before buying:, look at our assortment. We can save itr
2

ruut'ipL oi

you sQmo money.

fV''1W,TuyI'tN mm

Emanuel losenrxiald,

THE DAILY OPTIC.

A. Logan was named
ers parted as friends because each one
plratlon of tho skin have been known
NOTES OF
ODD CORNER. to
affect them.
was satisfied that hU wheel was tho
and Jack of Spades, bebetter. This Is a
Illustration
long, black hair and dark
Gen. Early was ' called
GOOD SHORT STORIES FO'A TH
VIEWS AND REVIEW8 OF RACES of the civilizing and humanizing InfluQUEER AND CURIOUS THINGS alyaterlou Phenomeual'u th FeralanOulf,
Man by the Confederate
ence of the bicycle, but It Is something
i
AND RACERS.
VETERANS.
In his recent address as president ol
AND EVENTS.
MW MKXICO llai the Finest CLIMATE in the WORLD
which to all wheelmen la mere comtroops; the German general, Fnuu
the British Institution of Electrical EnPc'.ltunesn and good nature
Slgol, was called Dutchy; Sykaoy was
Mance said that In
monplace.
Aa Animal That Wu Too Hard for the
Pavti Conoarulnf gineers, Sir Henry
nay ti,i ,
name of Gen. Sykes; Rhody was Uood and Had PoliiU of Hard and Soft are merely two In a long catalogue of Noma Remarkable
Gulf one ociaalonally witPersian
the
A 1'athetle lucldeut
Grant to Rinnan
lire Very Few New Face Will Ua benefits. Its cheerful Influences know
four yours.
Myiterloui Phenomena
Costly (Jem
applied to Gnu. Burnsldes, he having
nessed natural phenomena which to
of (In of tin Battle of th Civil been formerly colonel of the first
In Fenian iulf Hpeeuh Suddenly K
Hen on th Path This aaoa
no limit to their range.
It has multiuntravelled might appear Increditha
State legislatures propose to contract
Hliode Island regiment;
War.
, Graccy'a Performance.
tored Peking from Kiohanse.
plied courtships and abolished elopeIn the midst of the mountains
ble.
iw scope of the klneto-seopv as conferred on Gen. Mahone by the
ments, and while It has ' encouraged
near Mussendom he had seen during a
Old Iruiialriei.
Confederate' troops. Gen. JCllpatrlok
N the current Issue matrimony It has diminished divorces.
thunderstorm such 'displays of lightTha Old Clock on the Stair. '
was called Kill, and Physics was given
The man who thinks for himself will
Y, tear hsr tat
The melancholy wheelman Is wholly
as baffled description. He had.
of the
O M E W HAT
American
ning
tered
to
Gen. Crawford by the Pennsylvania
also think for the Iol procession that
ensign
back from the at certain seasons of the year. OCyclist are soma unknown; and It Is positively asserted
down!
follows him.
village street
which
words of wisdom that no wheelman bag ever committed
It Reserves, be being a surgeon at the
has
Long
Stands the old bserved the water In the bay fleets
waved on high, beginning of his military career.
on the good and suicide voluntarily. When one reflects
fashioned coun was large enough to hold all the
And many an eye
The proposition to put chewing sura
Superb was a nickname given to
try aeat;
bad points of hard that tha bicycle Is, so to speak, still an
of the world present exactly the aphas danced to Gen. Hancock from a remark made by
Across Its antique
on the free list received a knockout
and soft tires. A Infant Industry, the mind is lost in conpearance of blood. Not many miles
see
Dortlco
Meade at Gettysburg, vhen the
blow on the Jaw.
of the article jecture as to the future of Its influence
trees from Mussendom he had witnessed
That banner In Gen,
Tall
part
poplar
second corps repulsed Ixmgtsreet's
on the human race.
the sky;
their shadows mysterious
reads as follows:
flitting over the
throw.
and
The New York aubtreasury Is short
Iieneath It rung men.
the
of
a speed of one
at
of
sea
surface
the
"Many
staAnd from its
was Phil Kearney called
the battle- of $1,000 bills. For this particular part
Phenomenal Performance of tlrneey.
evils charged to vl- tion In the hall hundred miles an hour, a phenomenon
shout.
of wall street w acknowledge a fellow
Kn ancient time
Mr. A. A. Gracey, of Philadelphia,
bratlon would be
;
And
burst the by the Confederates.
which no one had yet been able to exCockeye wag a name given to Gen. avoided If riders were more generally has been awarded the championship
piece says to
cannon's roar;
feeling.
While steaming along the coast
plain.
all,
una meteor or the ocean air
Butler because one of his eyes was afRoad
medal
the
tires
to
pumped
mileage
their
by
ride
with
Century
of
forever!'
he had been called
willing
"Forever
never!
Never
Beloochlstan,Shall sweep the clouds no more,
flicted 'with strabismus, and his cog"Who owns Cincinnati, anyhow?"
to a moderate degree of hardness. Club. He Is a member of the Century
his
only
from
cabin at night to observe the
nomen
Half-WAwas
of
Butler
nn thA rnfra It stands.
given
Picayune
shrieks John R. McLean. The gentle- Her deck, once red with heroes' blood,
To ride habitually with a soft tire Club of Philadelphia, and Is one of
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language
ng
for the heroine of
to
actress
a
suitable
Stonewall
Jackson
called
Old
Rosy,
The bel ef that lightning will not
conspicuously engaged elsewhere, we Old
ished he offered his canteen to the fedlawsuits. But how different is the re- "A Lady of Quality" has resulted 'in ting in front of an open fire, for the
Jack, Gen. Halleck Old Brains, and
would have had our suspicions as to the
opal Is. composed principally of silicic strike a feither bed was shown to be
who took it and drank eagoriy,
collides
with
when
sult
.bicycle
bycicle!
eral,
to
transferred
the
Charles
were
play
Old
Old
Warhorse
being
and
authorship of that Gladstone letter to both Tommy to Gen. Thomas C. Devin, the water seeming to sizzle as it passed The two riders who smashed into each Eurnham, who has engaged Julia Ar acid, while from 5 to 13 per cent of mistaken by an incident of the elec
given
water. is a combination which renders tric storm ot Saturday. A bolt struck
Westminster.
who commanded Devin's brigade dur- down his parched throat. Then, with other at full speed and wrecked their thur. Joseph Holland
treacherous objects. A Vol- a chimney Vn the house of Charles
on
in
of
out
reached
to
Park
Central
he
a
wheels
relief,
sigb
been
deep
In 'Henry them very
Thursday her. Miss Arthur has
of the Rebellion.
Pluck and industry is remarkably Il- ing the war
not contain the stories told Steates, whoVlivea on the Deerfleld
ume
would
were
to
was
fair
and
it
'
of
merely
types
the Irvlng's company two yearss
plain
evening
Gen. P. T. Beauregard was called the confederate,
lustrated in the pathetic case case of a
Part oflt jumped to the house
of the misfortunes road.
jewelers
by
expert
of
inBee as they clasped hands and looked
breaking out
bicyclist. Instead
It is posible that Virginia Harned of
young man in Portland, Mloh., who, Old Bory; he superseded Bonham in Into each other's eyes that whatever to "objurgation and hatred each one bepearls. Consisting almost entirely of Bernard Hush and tore off the con
season
in
star
next
"The
may
Dancing
at
Manassas,
Tht. other half went
knowing that he will be totally blind command of the forces
of hate may have rankled once In the came deeply Interested In the other and Girl," in which she made her first of carbonate of lime, they ar easily ductor pipe.
In a few months, has invested all of about the first of June,' 1881, and the
and when once injured can- down the chimney," ipped the plaster
damaged,
to
the
of
now
know
make
men
had
wanted
his
of
these
wheel
as
Ives.
success
Drusilla
given
hearts
great
and paper from a bt.j'Sjoom, and then
his available means in a loom, and is South Carollnans said one day, "Old
A feature of "Secret Service," one In not be restored. Thrown into a fire,
Soon .the Virginia place to mutual sympathy and love.. and Its capacity to resistance In collicome."
red
struck a feather bed. , The bed was
conare
an
at
heat,
learning to weave carpets as a means Bory's
ordinary,
they
The
matter
I
saw
minor
of
watched
I
sion.
them
th
Even while
personal which the author, Mr. Gillette, takes'
of support. When trifles annoy you, troops had an opportunity of seeing confederate's body
was then settled at the nearest considerable pride, is the fact fhat It verted Into a pinch of lime dust; ac- torn and the feathers scattered about
as
if
a
in
amage
quiver,
so
seemed
who
poputhe room.
touched with
think or this sad case, and take cour- this "Old Bory"
Little Napo- epasm of pain, and When his head drug store, a libation to the new ac is the first play ever written which dis- cidentally are affected any corroding
lar with the Palmetese.
as a
age.
precisely
was
they
out
I
jcid,
knew
,
those
in
"arl-a
to
the
poured
that
"asides"
with
ground
quaintanceship
penses 'wholly
leon was a name applied to him and dropped
bit of marble or limestdne would be
Jimmy I heard Tommy Jones was
Undo hero had crossed the dark river. The soft drinks which the wheel has done lloquies." Not once during the piece under similar circumstances.
111
Hon. Scorp Drooper of West Virginia to Gen. George B. McClellan.
are
nearly all the holidays. Johnny-Y- es,
They
to
much
so
dead
rehero's
mutual
hand
kissed the
Inquiries does the actor speak his thoughts for
wants a postoffiee. If there Is anything Pobert was a soubriquet bestowed up- federal and cried like a child until I were made popularize,
and, what's worse, he got well Just
easily cracked and broken, sometimes
as to their respective clubs the benefit of the audience,
whilst
In
turn
he
and
on
the
Gen.
peatedly
gave
Lee,
In a name it Isn't likely that Mr.
lose their lustre through handl'.ng, In. time to go to school. Bob ton Trav- they
nd
of
to
the
condition
various
removed
on
the
are
suburban
him
actors
the
ther
hurt
stage
supposed
to
hospital,
Mai.
name
John
The Gallant
-- e disappointed.
while the acids contained in the rtrs- - ll.r
Drotiper
roads, nn" ' py w o had met as strang- - not to hear what he is saying.
too, died the next day."
whre
of tne Confederate army.

CAMPF1BE SKETC1IKS.

The People's Paper.

Gen. John
Black Jack
cause of bis
complexion.
the Bad Old
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came Secretary
while, behind iliein
Porter, Captain Mlchlcr, of (Sen 'nil
Senator Mimun Niiys lie keeps five Miles' staff, and "Cousin"
Osborne,
who seemed to be having; a pretty
clerkn lumy fourteen hours a day
his letters, ami tliat bin
good time,
tliun far Iuin cot more thuu
half his Hillary.
TO CAUL THE DOCTOR.
Cornellim Viiiidei'lilll. who linn hern
In Now
It
I'ropnaed That Country I'hysl
llvlnu in VanhlnKton this winter. Im
flans I tillica Homing rifccoiiM.
ko much improved In liritltli and Hurts
Thanks pcrhiipij more than to any
the climate ho njrreenble Hint ho prothing else to the successful use of llont
pones, to make Washington 1i!m permalug pigeons by the French government.
nent winter ri'Hldeneo.
Doth In military and naval maneuvers,
The AViihIiIiikIoii
Haw Hall Chili there him been a general revival of Ine
called on the 1'renldent yesterday
terest in Hie subject of the possibilities
startlnu on their annual tour, and of the utilization of these birds us a
were presented by I'reNiilent Nick menus (if rapid communication he
louiiK. me rreshlent mild he Intend- tween points that are for various rea
ed to attend h nuiny paines as jioknI-hl- sons unconnected by the usual means
thlH seiiHon.
of communication, says the New York
A police census
The Medical Record and sev
just coneliided hIiowh .lournnl.
the population of Washington to be erul of Its contemporaries are urging
great benefits that medical uracil
27,4K, an liicreaHe of 7, 'Ml during the
I loners In
the last two years.
sparsely settled districts may
from carrier-pigeoservice. The
President McKlnloy Is now riding a deriveseems
to have been successfully
white horse, and If he would wear a idea
cocked hat he would look very much Inaugurated by several medical nieu,
like Napoleon, but he insists upon who have written of their experiences.
Is
the doctor who is ex
wearlnir a silk hat and a frock coat The plana callforfrom
a distant farm or
made of black broadcloth, which gives pecting
telephone or telegraphic
him a clerical Instead of a military ap hamlet beyond
to carry one or more homlug
pearance, lie sits n horse well, and service,
liirds to the point with instructions to
handles his bridle gracefully, but ev- release the
feathered messenger when
erybody who pretends to know what his services may be required. The
is what thinks he ought to change his
of the homing pigeon have
costume, (ieneral Miles, who goe out never been estimated fully.
him

WASHINGTON NOTES.

PURRENT NOTES OF SCIENCE
AND INDUSTRY.

corre-nioii(len-
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with
every day, wears what the
English cull a hunting coat, with a
The Only Thing to Do.
black slouch hut, and rides a hand"So, nfier they begun to fear they hud
some black charger, very suitable to burled
the man alive they exhiumH! htm."
"Kxhunied lilin? What for Why on eiirth
the general of the army. No man in
they go lit once mid have htm dug
the world looks beter ou horseback didn't
up i
than Ooaieral Miles. When he went
She
','IIow do you account for the enor
of the KugliHh armrrow lu
out yesterday afternoon, the President mens increase
America V" lie "They're too ugly to go ou
and General Miles, rode side by side, women 8 urns:
y

lb supplum
under which the wui-ywith rubber suy there lit leuatiu to fenr
thut the dent ruction of the trees piO'
dining this precious nutit tkm e is pro
(ceding at a rate which mny have dls
asterous conmiqucticeB' in the hear fu
ture. That the price of the ra gum
has not advanced more rupldly than
it has In the last few years is due, they
say, not to an .Intelligent cultivation
and multiplication of the rubber trees
but to the complete luck of foresight
that characterizes the inhabitants ol
the South American forests. The sudden vogue of bicycles and the universal
use of electricity have vastly increased
the demuud for rubber, aud so far the
demand has been met without trouble,
but the present chief source of supply
is limited, and unless new ones are
found, or new methods adopted, several great Industries may soon be
embarrassed, Rubber Is a substance as nearly unique and as difficult to replace as Is known to men.
Fortunately, however, it Is produced
by more than one plant, and the utilization of now species has already begun. None of them compares with two
found In the valley of 'the Amazon,
but commercially Important quantities
of the gum come from each of a dozen
plants growing in almost as many
he Landophilia, a
tropical lands,
climbing vine of. Central Africa, seems
to be most likely of them all to take
the place of the Brazilian trees If the
latter are doomed to extinction.

SCIKNTIFJC POINTERS

A Telephone

for Divers Limitations
tho Jtuhher Hupply A Clock on the
Kitchen Teitkvtlle MtronKet lliillillug
lu tho World.
Telephone

for Divers.

V' i EW Industries

owe

more to the Intro
tluctlon of the tele.
phone thaa that of
the diver. When
communication do
r"r " pendod entirely on
the old signal rope,
- "
the diver had often
many anxious mo
menu of uncer
and sua
tainty
pensfe, but the telephone puts him In
Instant touch with the man on deck
overhead. To Increase the effective
ness of this method of communication
a helmet has been designed, which enables the diver to hear everything that
is said by the attendant without any
special demands on his attention. The
receiver is bo fitted Inalde the helmet
that it conies over his left ear, and the
transmitter Is JuBt over his head. His
hands are thus entirely unhampered
ana be can carry on a conversation
wmie in the midst of his work. The
circuit is formed by two wires, the The Strongest llulldliiK ; In the World.
lines running through the centre of a
Here we see a monastery built In
manilla rope attached to the helmet. the face of an awful precipice at
This extraordinary building
Things' are made JuBt as eusy for the
man on deck. The whole of this little was established in memory of a troop
kit Is contained In a box, which Is
strapped to his body, so that his hands
are free. The contents of this box are
an induction coll and all the accessor
ies ior telephoning. Including four
ceils of battery. A small nwitrh nn
the deck set cuts In the batteries for
both. When the diver is not talking
lu u'e man on deck, and wants to attract his attention, all he has to do Is
to Jerk his .life line. In this way the
diver Is relieved of all the concern
aDout the appartus; the man on deck
"runs the exchange." Tho
gain in
speed which the telephone gives In the
apparatus is Insignificant, the deck get
oemg only four pounds, and the diver'
set adding only eight ounces to the
weight of the helmet.
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Several
ago I

had
crvsine as m n'y '
lit'iul, nut! sores on tho
'
temple hear the right
I
eye. My head vis nearly
covered
with sores. 11
could not seo and feared 1
that I should lose ivy si(:ht 1
f
entirely. Till physician who 1
attended mo fulled lo help me. 1
I begun to take? Avar's Sarsa--1
parllla. It cured me and 1 have
never been troubled w ith erysliv
elas since. I believe Ayer's Sar-- 1
'
saparilla to be the bust blood
Mrs.
purifier in the world."
Nancy I.ek, Greenville, Ala., '

yens

July
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FOR

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
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PATENT ORE SACKS

1728 Lawrence St.

ienver Public
Sampling Works,
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ASSAY OFFICE

WALL PAPER & CARPETS

TUB OU.W Kit l'Ailt. Samples tree.
I A niCC Send your orders for everything
In t lie Mti.1.1 .msk l line to
LHUILu
HOVVLAND
MIIXINKRV CO;, Denver.
prices.

ihi

CHEMICAl

GOLD AND SILVER BULLION
Reftnad, Melted and Assayed or Purchased.
Uimu 173 sad 1738 Uwreaci St.. DENVER. COLO.

Catalogue mailed free.

WINDSOR

& FRIED LINE,
nrilTIOTO'RIKIr.,INF:
liartb Block, 16th
bf.fl 110 I O Rooms
70-7- 1

and Stout Streets, Denver.
LiCIOCD It K LIABLE GOODS ONLY

HOTEL,

DENVER.
Hotel in the City
Qnly First-ClasCenlrally Located.

HI!

s

A HARNESS
Itlake h ! SADDLES
CI flOIOTO COLFAX AVE. FLORAL CO.
s
rLUnloiO eaSlOthSt. Tel. 1814.
Cor. Colfax and York Sts., Denver,

1

NO

LABORATORY
Establlebed in Colorado, 1866. Samplrt by mall 0
and
careful attention
receive
prompt
express will

TriiTft
llllllllinn Wacon (Jovers.etc. Jas.
I Cil I Of AWNlHUdlA. Purlngton&Co.rKU
Larimer St. Denver.

Denver, Colo.
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Machinery, Minlntr, Knclnc.
2ND Hand
etc. Send for prices. S. S. Machinery

Co.,
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The Ward Mellon Co.
eetond band furniture and carpels.

Arapahoe
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CM1M KLL MUSIC CO. Denver
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Surgical
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CRAWFORD BICYCLES
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nd

60.

CO.,

170-a--

ZANti

4

100. A. I
tawrence 8t.

MALT TONIC

BI1EW1NU

Is th e finest Spring Medicine on the market,
Itottled hy the C. A.
Sold hy all DruttglHls.

I.AMMEItS

BOTTLING

CO., Denver,

Colo.

Bleyoles and Athletic Goods are
IflOTftfl
VlU lull the best on the market quality
"ud price considered.
Send for catalogue".
ore nic ,.1,,-rWhen in i'enver mm l. nui
Wheel Co., 17411-U
Overman
S.
In
the
store
Stout street. Second hand Bicycles lu
A No. 1 condition at reasonable prices.
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ASSAY KRS, CHKHIISTK and BULLION
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P. 0. Drawer 1537. 1746 fhampa Si,, DENVER, COLO.
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to THE

of the K
The hind legs of the kan.irnn
w.lul weapons, une.
claw hard
as bone or steel, and long as
a knife
sharp
at the point, gives the
kangaroo an implement that can kill a man or beast
wun one blow. The front nnw. not so strong, but an old fall
h..
strength enough in them to seize a dog
and hold hlra in a helpless
When chased Into the water position.
they will
sometimes seize a dog and hold
him
until the hind claws can cut him
nearly
In two.
They are also good boxers
and when the natives attemnt tn um
them with clubs they dodge the implement with all the skill of a profession
al pugilist, ana unless the man la an
expert he may get the worst of the encounter. Quite a number of hunters
have been severely injured, and some
killed, by attempting to corner
wounded kangaroo wjien
enraged by a
bullet wound. It is much better to bring
the animal down with the rifle bullet
and be sure that he Is dead before approaching too close. The fleetest horse
cannot keep pace with the larger species of kangaroos, but with a little
tact the, hunters are enabled to capture
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The brand sudor coll'ir Is of while llv NEW8HRUBTHATISA REMEDY,
eu, with two biimU of IjiIk a red linen
an a boi'doi', A r.iuuli sailia' hut worn A sure Curs for Klduey, Diseases aud
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MAItfB with this continue lu of roiiKh red sUv?
It Is no doubt true that next to conwith a band of white. taffeta and two
AND MATRONS.
white memtry-lili- e
wlngn fiiHtened at sumption, more people die yearly from
Bide that stand out from the d incases of the kidneys than from any
Denmark Is Nnld to lie the 1'urHillne the left
crown.
ltd stockings and red ties other cause. In eotne respects Kidney
In (,y 15for Old
this bright toilet. Ciiildieii'i diuease is the most dungerous of all
complete
Note of the
slifns for Hummer
gowns excel In bright colors, but by maladies, becaime It usually bus mud
l''ttlilons.
far the most noticeable are the reds, much progreHs before the victim is
It is, thereand the (.reatest favorite bo far as the aware of its existence.
The Old Story.
fore, with great pleasure we commend
child Is concerned.
II ICY stood benlde
to our reader the recent discovery
the fence that
In East India of the Kava-Kav- a
shrub,
ran
which bus proved a' most powerful
raradhte for Old Mul.ls.
Between
their
fathers' farms;
remedy for discuses of the kidneys,
Old maids must claim the little kingHe leaned
upon dom of Denmark for their
rheumatism, or other ailments caused
for
Paiudise,
the
topmost
In the blood. The cures
ail
they are Insured there. Any girl who by urle add
His strong and feels that there is a likelihood of her wrought by this new remedy are indeed
brawny arms.
laid on the shelf may make pro- most remarkable. Many who .have suffHer shoulder Jurit being
vision
whereby she can, at the age of ered from the most severe forms of the
to
runie
up
cured In
40, be put In the spinster class for good disease, have been completely
them;
from twenty to forty days by the
A slender maid
These Kava-Kavand receive weekly benefits.
a
whb she;
shrub. In the New York
Yet that she ruled that stalwart youth benefits, of course, are In cash. Some Weekly World of
Sept. 10th, the testito
have
of the old maids might prefer
Was very pluln to see.
It so that, Instead of money, they mony of Kev. W. B. Moore, D. D., of
All! enrneBtly he npoke to her;
Washington, D. C, was given, doscrlb-- .
bachewould have a pice,
The burnliiK words he Bald
his years of suffering from Kidney
Bbe Beerned to hear and heed, and yet lor call twice a week and stay and be lng
disease and 'Rheumatism, and his rapid
Am'She lifted not her head;
Some
enterprising
entertaining.
cure
For on some daisies In her hand
Rev. John H. Waterican ought to get up such a scheme. son by Alkavls.
Her eyes were fixed, and these
of Sunset, Texas, a minister of the
g
bachelors
Rhe plucked to pieces one by one
There are
gospel of thirty years' service, was
And cast upon the breeze.
enough to get up a corps of wooers. struck down
at his post of duty by
would
have
In
Old
maids
the
company
As the last leaf she plucked and flung
Kidney disease. After hovering betwice
a
on
call
a
man
week,
It on the wind, une turned
them, say
tween life
Her eyes to hla and saw the love
and listen while they played on the and all hisand death for two months,
doctors having failed, he
Within their depths that burned.
pluno and sang their favorite sentiAnd then at last she neemed to cast
took
and was completely reAll doubt, all fear ankle;
mental song. He would say nice things stored Alkavls,
to health and Btrength and is
Her love she did confess, and gave
about the playing and the singing and fulfilling his duties
as minister of the
Her troth to be his bride.
the singer. Neither would he kick the
Mr. R. C. Wood, a. prominent
gospel.
cat that would be sure to be prowling
Over the fence he lightly leapt, .
of Lowell, Indiana, was curAnd clasped her to his breast,
about. Many an old maid would be attorney
ed of Rheumatism, Kidney and BladAnd to her cheek that brightly burned.
she
to
if
able
her
retain
His glowing lips he pressed.
der disease of ten
could make some such provision. And Alkavls. Mr. Woodyears' standing by
Then, as the sunset's rosy glow.
describes himself
Brightened the peaceful land.
think, too, of the tempers it would keep is being In constant misery, often comWith happy hearts toward her home
from souring! Old maids are said tc pelled to rise ten times
They wandered hand In hand.
during the
sight on account of weakness of the
bladder. He was treated by all his
lome physicians without the least
jeneflt and finally completely cured in
l few weeks by Alkavls.
The testi-noIs undoubted and really wonder-!u- l.
Any of our readers who are so unfortunate as to suffer from Kidney
or Rheumatism should write to
.he Church Kidney Cure Co., of 422
fourth avenue. New York, who will
jladly send them free by mail prepaid
Com- l Large Case of the Kava-Kav- a
ound, so that they can test its value
lor themselves.
This generous free of-- er
is made to prove the wonderful cur- ttive powers of this new botanic
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Hhtliie Power,
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them wnenever iney are sighted
When the creatures are once started on
a run, they will not swerve from their
course, but etmtinue straight on leaping over bushes, rocks, and all ordinary
The hunters generally staobstacles.
tion themselves In the line that the animals are most likely to pursue, and
then wait until the dogs or the rest of
the party start them up. Several flying shots can thus be obtained, and if
one Is accustomed to the work he will
bring down one or more of the fine
creatures.

What the Matter In.

The stntislici Hint have Jiwt been
Mibllshed by the national coiihuh de- iiirtnient contain some startling
in relation to the unemployed.
rhoce statistics, it will lie remembered
were collected during the year l.S'.Hl,
he year lifter the Inn mru ration of
President Harrison, nnd the year of
tie .YieiYiuiey 1.111
inn, l'uriiiK unit, a nor
mally prosiKTOiis year, we learn that
jut of 22.7;Ci,)(jl persons who had to
work for wnges, comprising 1S,S21,0!K
amies nnd H.!14,.r)71
them
were :,ri2.',9.'!0 of them unemployed
fom one to three months, l,.8(i,4iS
from four to six months, and 3:it',447'
from seven to twelve months. Prats.,
tienlly that menus that there were 1.- persons who that year found
no employment at. their calling, or.
in other words, there were 5.01 per
pent of the wage earners of th United States debarred by onr Idiotic industrial system from earning a livelihood. Now. if that wn the case in
n year like 18!K, what must lie the
proportion of the unemployed at present? A very conservative estimate-wil-l
make it at least from 15 to 2(
per cent, that is. from about 3 millions to 4 millions. In the face of these
startling' figures is It any wonder we
Hnd a contemporary, the Philadelphia
Record, making the following statement:
"The number of suicides lately reported In the United States is start-- 1
ling. Life is dear, nnd this country',
is a lovely one in which to live. What:
can the matter be?"
If the editor of the Record will consider the above figures he will have no
need to ask, "What con the matter
be?' The People.

of cavalry, who, during the Crimean
War, rode right over the precipice in

a thick mist.

.
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A Remarkable

me run of

Kallway Kun.

nules at the rate
oi t8. miles an hour, mentioned in
these columns a week or two aeo bv
a special train over wnat is known as
the Burlington route from Chicago to
Denver, was in some respects the moat
remarkable of the many similar per
formances of recent years. There have
teen faster long distance runs for a
shorter total distance and other runs
of this class have been made with
heavier loads; but taken as a feat of last
passenger travel for the given distance it stands today as an altogether
unrivaled performance.
There is a
pecial merit attaching to this perform.
ance from the fact that it was called
for at the shortest notice, and the railroad used the engines which were read
iest at hand. Moreover, the object of
the effort was not to gain the notoriety
which attaches to a run of this kind,
but it was the thoroughly legitimate
one of placing a father as quickly as possible at the bedside of his
dying son. The journey was made in
a special car, which was hauled by nine
different engines. The greater part of
the work ws accomplished with standard American
locomotives
with 17 by 24 inch or 18 by 24 inch
cylinders, and .. weighing about 80,000
pounds. One stretch of 57 miles were
covered with a mogul locomotive with
19 by 24 inch cylinders, and 185
pounds
of steam, whose weight was 110,000
pounds; and for 143 miles of the trip
a ten wheeled locomotive, weighing
120,000 pounds, with 19 by 24 inch cylinders, and 185 pounds of steam, wac
It is noticeable that none
employed.
of the driving wheel centers are abort
62 inches a remarkably small dimension, considering the high speed thai
The Denver station
was maintained.
was 4,583 feet above the level of the
Chicago station, and the total time occupied in covering the 1,026 miles between the two points was 18 hours 53
minutes. This gives an average speed
of 54.27 miles per hour. Inclusive ol
stops. The average speed, exclusive ol
stops, was 57.53 miles per hour.
1.U26
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Visibility of Lights nt Night.
The result of the experiments In light
visibility conducted by the International committee on behalf of the governments of the United States, Germany
(American Plan.)
and the Netherlands are given as folPerftct Service. Table Unexcelled. lows: A light of one candle power is
OO to
RATKS:
3.50 perday.
plainly visible at one mile, and one of
Tie only TURKISH BATHS In the Btate. three candle power at two miles. A
In
the West, connected with the 10 candle
The finest
power light was seen with a
TULLE DRESS.
Send ror copy of "Uenverwara
Windsor.
binocular at four miles, one of 29 at
and accident policy free.
J. A. WIGGIN. Manager.
five miles, though faintly, and one of
33 candles at the same distance withHer father In the doorway stood
have awful tempers, and this course of
As they came up the walk.
out difficulty. On an exceptionally clear
treatment would be certain to sweeten
ONE
to
Indifferent
all
around,
night a white light of 3.2 candle power
them.
Absorbed in sweetest talk.
could be distinguished at three miles,
He knew what suit his neighbor's son
Would make to him and smiled.
one of 5.6 at four, and one of 17.2 at
Stockings In Gay Designs.
For ever had he wished that he
five miles. The experiments were made
Brilliancy of color and extravagance
Should
wed
his
child.
darling
of design are the rule in the stockings
ONE
with green light, as it has been conAnd when the young man, stammer' which the arbitrary fashion of the com
proved that if a light of that
clusively
Coachman.
New
The
CENT
color fills the required tests a red light
lng, asked
ing spring will seek to enforce upon
This is -- the
.of.. an Interview
If he might wed the maid.
of the same intensity will more than which
its favorites. . The quiet and demure
per hour by the celebrated Weber Gasoline Enmotoi
when
be
in
old
man
The
her
expected
lover's
hand
may
more
No
to
trouble
a
start
than
gine.
gasoline
It was found that the candle carriages come into general use:
do so.
hose which but a short time since were
His daughter's gently laid.
stove, it win irrigate your ranch, pumping tne
water from fifteen feet deep for seventy-fipower of green light, which remained
for a coachman.sir?" The kindly words he uttered filled
"You
advertised
preferred by women of taste have been
cents per acre, and no row about the aitch. It visible at one, two, three and four
With joy the lover's heart.
said
relegated to the obscurity of the unthe
will hoist your ore from 40 feet deep for 2
to
two
applicant.
And
each
other
lives
pledd
milesi; was 2, 15, 61, and 106 respectivecents per ton. Cheapest power for irrigation,
used bureau drawer, and their succesmerchant,' "Do
the
"I
aeatn
couia
did,"
replied
inai
oniy
part.
mining, or for any other pnrpoae. Bend for catly.
sors are as flamboyant as the costumes
you want the place?",...'
alogue or come and see it run.
.
with which they will be worn. NothTHE I. H. MONTGOMERY
for Younsr Olrla.
MACH. CO.,
"Yes, sir."
Gingham
clock on the Kitchen Teakettle.
Curtis St., Denver, Colo.
A frock for a girl of 13 is made of ing more astonishing in the way of
had
"Have
experience?"
you
any
The busy housewife rarely has an
all my
"I have been In the "business
bright red Scotch gingham. The skirt hosiery has been seen in a long time
v.: ..." ' ;
opportunity to watch the pot boll; and life."
than those contained in a group of
"You are used to handling gasoline,
Interesting patterns just made ready
then?"
for a young society woman. One of
flay I Send You
'' "
"Yes. sir."
the most effective was a pattern of
;
"To
"And you are well up In electricity?"
dark stars on a light ground.
The
"Thoroughly.".;
stocking was of daintiest white ertlk,
maa
are
"Good! Of course, you
the stars In deep black. They were dechinist, also?"
signed to be worn with a chic spring
""T"
"CertaJnly.'fT
costume of black and white silk, with
"Then I presume you have an enginwhich they will accord strikingly.
and back?"
eer's certificate?"
d
Another effective design gave a
"Of
course."
It In the inline of a deeffect to the stocking of dark
to
around
Bumor
winter
You
lightful
may go
"Very well. .
red silk, the' stripe of white extending
mer lour, mid au enterand get the motorcycU
the
Illustrated detaining
from ankle to top. A third, which Is
scriptive hook.
ready. My wife tells me she wishes
for wear with a dainty evening slipThe hook is free; the
Blade.
Toledo
do
a
to
little
shopping."
Ik
not.
Yon ean,
trip
per, was a combination of black .nd
however, reach California
over the
V t lrH-- 4 I ' 1 1M
yellow, in an altogether new design. '
A Delicate Hint.
were
Timlde-And
what
party
,Mr.
Miss Frances Bray has. the honor of
has very often to be about her other
camthe second woman In the Unitduties, leaving the cooking to go on you Inclined to favor during the
being
ed Kingdom entitled to add the letters
without watching and depending on paign, Miss Wantowed?"
Miss Wantowed (blushing) "Well.
LL. D. to her name. The first. Dr.
her memory o return to it after a
AiMrrt
a
us
via any
II. ,
(act otherehenply
definite time. That this may not es- I think I preferred the 'pops.'"
line, with better
(J. P. A.,
Walkington, is likewise an Irish
X A. T. it S.K and more speedy servlee.
Brooklyn Life.
woman and a native of Belfast.
cape her mind an inventor has conOur Improved I'ullnmn
K.
tourist Hieepers meet Hie
ceived the idea of applying the alarm
Mrs. Nansen, Sr., mother of the
n
Jiantius,
of
t!lone
requirelueulH
Her Hope.
clock principle. An escapement actur
Or
Dr. Nansen, is accredwithseek
who
explorer,
eeonoiny
P.
J.
H'tlt,
"I fear your wedded happiness will is of
ated by a spring is inclosed in a metal
out snei'lflee of any essenOrn. Atieiit
plaid gingham, cut full godet, ited with having inaugurated the
tial comfort.
Denver Vol.
case with a dial and mechanism for be of short duration." - made on the bias. The waist is a full healthful pastime for women of toboga
an
at
alarm
"1
confessed
the
predetermined
sounding
hope so," candidly
A.
jlouse of the solid red material that ganing and gliding on snowshoes.
time. The apparatus forms a part of .'uUTUT lady who was to wed the multi-ageo
Mrs. Zella Nuttall, the archaeologist,
"ills
quite over the narrow red
set
a
when
for
given
the utensil, and
Indianapoli?
a
whose
!s
It
and
fastened
with
explanation of the Mexican calbelt,
time by means of a pointer hand, on Journal.
endar stone has elicited surprised
ed silk cord at the front. The sleeves
of that interval a gong is
the
elapse
from scientific men, represented
above the elbo?
UuHtJj WHtht ALL tLMt MILS.
sounded.
Mrs. Susan Stewart, of Wichita, Kas.. ire full and baggy
use
Hy nip. Tastes lioxl.
11 Best InouuH
of Pennsylvania muse-,i- n
It fits closely from the, elbow tr
V
nd
University
time Solii hv ririn.'Piiti.
natural
of
and perfect
has a full set
Limitation of tho Kuhber Supply.
broad turnover cuITl
the
where
ut
bo
ethnological
congress at Ri-r3
wrist,
and her age Is ninety-threFvsMa.
finis".
People familiar with the conditions teeth,
.f o'bite linen give a pretty

HORSE
POWER

I

When your bicycle mnkes a noise It in a
sure sign that something Is wrong. The
Lotwe
perfeet running niuehine is noiseless.
tools will rattle, ami should be so wrapped
that they will not he heard from; a Jingling
sound usuully means that snokes nave
broken loose from their fastenings at cross--in- g
points; a dlstlnet cllek Indicates spokes
loosened at the rim; what might be termed
a Jogging noise Is usually caused by a loose
crank; loud snapping almost Invariably
comes from a dry chain and a loose sprocket
will thump. No mutter what the noise is or
from what part of the machine It comes, it
Indicates trouble that should be promptly
'
attended to.
A Lasting Impression.
think there nre other ways of correcting
children than whipping them,' observed
sweetly, to her guest.
Bobby's mother,
"Yes'ml You kin pineh their legs till they
holler, can't you?" put In Bobby from his
supposedly silent corner.

"I

Don't Tobacco Spit

nd

Smoke Tour Life Aw;iv.

To quit tobacco easily and forever, be magnerve and vigor, take No- netic, full of life,
the wonder-workethat make
weak men strong. All drugglstj, 50c. or $1.
Cure guaranteed. Booklet and sample free.
Address Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or
new xora.

Where the Fault Lies,
'Yon can't keen a secret to save vour life.
Florence."
'Yes. I ean: but the woman to whom I
confide It can't keep it."
Hall's Catarrh Care
Is taken internally. Price, 75c.
"Can you play 'Whisperings of Love?
'No; but I don't mind listening to them."

'

Agents wanted in every town or cltv in the
State. Big money for good solicitors. Cnll '
or address, Oriental Portrait Company, 1521)'
ijuwreuee sireei, uenver, uoio.
It 1b said that Australian shenherrln nun'
foretell the weather from the condition of '
the wool on the backs of their sheep. An
Increase In the
curllness indicates better
'
weather.
Mrs. Wlnalow'a Sootlilnir feyrup

ForehilUrim teething, softans theft ums. reduces lnflam-natio- n,
1b)-p&ln. cures wind colic. 26 oenta a bottle.

"What Is your Idea of a
woman?" "She is one who never tins to
that she
get out of bed under the impression
lorgoi to iock tne aoor. '
strone-mlnde-

l.lQt On HABIT POSrriVKLV CVRKD,

Home Trentnient Written eunrnnt
triwn nn.
nrra no pay. Niui it: stamp for' treatise. Neurotltw
Medicine Co.. llornellsvllle.
N. V. Mention this uancr.

Italy glveR to the world outside her borders
oranges; Spnln, 14,000,000,000;
'ortugal. sii.ooo.ooo: l'arncnav. (M.OOU.UUOl
Florida nearly as many as Paraguay.
2.5OO,O0O,0tK

FITS PermsnentlyCuird. liofitB or
after
first day's tifte of llr. Kline's Greatnervousneja
Nerve Rstori.
Bend lot F1IBE S4.UO trial bottle and treatise.
11.
mi. jv.
uline, lui.,;u Arch St., ruiladelohbi, 1'a.

Quarteronk has sued a bicycle manufac
turer." "What for?" "He siiys the man hns
r
forced ids
factory into bankruptcy."
for Fifty Cents.
Guaranteed tobacco habit euro, mnltns weak
men strong, blood pure.

60c, 911. AU drugnints.
lends
Europe In the number of murItaly
ders, KuksIu lu i he number of suicides.
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o.id

his

trnWf

mill ilrouablj- rpoml tlio lumftier on
thH l'rlnoa fruit t trill In 14 piuuln val
ley. In tho booiri diiyw cf DariviT the

tMillilrcn's LUIIUIPK,

and transportation
the comrjjerco
buildings and the line art building are
all decidedly oreditablo structures, and
the exhibits are fully up to tbe stand
ard of the Chioago exposition. Kvery
day of the exposition will be given
over to somo special demonstration in
connection with different societies and
orders.

.?40,0u0.
t tll t'M l.KlVMas,
property juat sold cost
fcoitomS? i.r trnn.miii.wii
through lu.
The lire iruuraiiou tangle is suu
second-clasmutter.
DiuUt nit
tangled, but it U uo probablo thst tho
to pull nil companies out of
movetm-nOFFICIAL FirilOI TUB OITT.
N.w Mi Xieo has failed. Tbe Royal
SpeoUl Notloe.
insurance uooipuoy unuouuuus that it
by mall,
Las VMOit Dailt
will comply with tbe new law, deposit
for six
Jln.ouper annum; 16.00By
roonths !$. for tl.r. moutlii,
flO.OtO iu bauds and "stay iu," If
ii cents per ween.
de.
OctiO--M
columns,
they all do It, Territorial bonds will bo
WnitiiLT
VKOA8
tA
h. for three
In big demand.
llveied by man. pm.ywu, 1to
six month.,
Some comment Is heard here
,6 cent!.
APPOINTMENTS.
OF
nXTCll
month! . HliK' copies In wrapper!
,
and
over the faot that Mayor Spiess was
rle copies ol fwtli dallyUlva
him
in
vested
poitomce
By virtue of authority
mailed free when dlred.
not on hand to greet his law partner,
address In full, IncludinK iiaie. WS, SOllCl in
OOKKHlHl'OBDENOI.-t'Olltttllchapter 64, laws cf '97. Gov. Mill Mr. Catron, at tneir outo. mis morn-inir- .
er, has
appointed the following
Mayor Spies leu f jr Albuquer
named, who together with the vice- que, Inst night.
Wi'he first 100 copies of tbe new laws
and address, not for publication, but ai a president for this Territory,
were distributed through the mail by
bo made by draft.money L. B. Prince, shall constitute tha New
BiiMi iTAHOK8-M- ay
No work is
Secretary Miller,
1T
oruer, poswii nuw,ii"
'exposition being done by tbe commission appoint.
letter at our risk. Address all letter! and Mexico
thbuftio,
talearamito
oommlssion: J. W; Walker, Albu mi in nnraDlla tha laws. It is said the
AMkMIM '
commission will oommenoe to grind
querque, representative of the town, on
19'.'
MAY
1,
April 18'.b, in case Gen. Bartletl
EVENING,
BATURpA'S
city and railway interests j J. 1.
lost in the shulHo at Washington.
isn't
gold and oopper
man woo is runny 10 ue num suine
"BLACK JACK'S" GANG.
Las Ve- ited with tbe sale of the capltol, insane
The killing of. '"Black Jaok," the industry: Felix Martinez,
E. asylum and other Territorial bonds, is
nhhr chief and desperado in Grant gas, farm, ranch and city realty;
Mr. Julius II. Gerdes, tbe
O. Faulkner,
Eddy, fruits, sugar haber-dasbe- r
at Santa Fe. After others
county, removes tbe most daring
John
Morrow,
beets
and irrigation;
had failed, be went at in a business
character that has Infested New Mcx
educational matters; Solomon like way and through bis old friends,
ioo since the days of Billy, the Kid." Raton,
Los
Lunas, sheep and wool; Messrs. B. L. nnd Uio u. Uook 3t Co ,
Luna,
was
believed
Dlaok Jack's" true Dame
made a sucoess of it. Ljts
S.
W.
Hopewell, Hillaboro, beef cattle; (IhiDarrn.
MnTlnnald. Last
May.
- he
of people in Now Mexioo know the
lu kyj u vwuu
fuel.
and
coal
Gus
Mulbolland,
Gallup
leiiows.
Cook boys as tiae,
nnd one Tom ("Red") Anderson en
Pretty clear selections, all arouod. Ruth Ttnn and (innro-- Hmdr have horse.
tared New Mexico from the Texas pan
will look after New backed It all over New Mexico in form
nri worked a month at the This commission
t,onHi
and will do er days.
at
Bffsirs
Mexico
Omaha,
Eell tanch near old Ft. Basoom. They
The storv is afloat up along the line
of the legislaclose
the
until
business
of
bunches
tit, thom
I....
of the D & K. G. tbat tbe big end of
..va. nnniArous jiau iiiu
commission,
The
1899.
In
session
the Red River boom Is towo lot sprcu
kevsand pockets full of watches. This tive
era receive no salary, but have an ap. latiou and tbat little or no attention is
aroused suspicion. Ii Jane they hit
of $1,450 from the Terri- paid to developing tbe district's mm
the road, robbed the Liberty postofllce propriation
for exhibit purposes.
County oral sources, kiar.v a poor miner is
and store and killed Levi uerzsiein, tory
new going iu there in seurcb ot euploymnt,
the
authorized
aluo
are
boards
by
the merchant, and one Trnjillo, who
it is said, and coming out feeling that
to appropriate funds for plaoing ha hurl iiimiIh a mistake. vvorKine'.
went in pursuit of them. A month law
men of all classes had. perhaps, belttr
exhibits.
later, Geo. Musg'rave, Cole Young alias county
investigate before pulline up stakes
and Ttnh Haves came over from
OCK SANTA FE LETTER
and pulling out lor ttou uiver laiy.
Texas and joined them in the vicinity
John ll Blaiu, of this town, will
nnnn a branch of his Store at
an
In
Apnrrihnhlv
run
While
Catron
Oaks.
Musgrave
White
of
r
j i
San Pedro. Hs believes lh old camp
killed his pearanceA Sale by
and
Roswcll
to
down
lipped
PrinceFire InsuranceTangleThe u going to Diiui as la aaysoryarenow
ntn enemy. Geo. Parker, the stocsman,
eold fiad ii
New Laws The Kecent Bond Sales i hut tbe Carley-AranOaks-Sa- n
tha iram? held up the White
The Ited River Boom Uattie turning ut to be such a big thing.
Thought all the cattle In New Mex
Antonio stage twice and after I'arker's Shipments Other Matters of Intertoo
had oeeo shipped out, but it seems
est.
twloe
men
repeated
five
dispatch the
are a few left. Ono hears ol
there
United "States Marshal
this bold-usales of 3 000. 5.000 and 8 000 steers
SpecW Correspondence of the Optic.
Hall's deputies crowded them closely Sahta Fk, N. M., April 30th, 1897. almost daily. Lyons & Campbell, ol
and they tied to the Mexican border,
Ex Delegate T. B. Catron got home, Silver Citv.havf just sold 8 000 head at
their
oonfined
SIC. $18 and $ii lor Is, t aud 3s, rahave
nnd since, they
last night, after a five months' sajourn
Grant county shippers
'CUVly.
western
work to the southern and
at Washington. He appeared as chip i.p
bavo orders In for 2.00U A , T. oi S. b
robNew
Mexico,
in May when he cars for
boundary lines of
next ruon h
per as a meaduw-lar- k
li-- v
G S Madden, of tbe M. E
bing postoffices, depots and country hit the plaza curbing, this morning
Btores at Separ, San Simon, Huacbuca and he found hearty greetings on every chiiici in ibis place, whose mission in
VVashinulon has caused some eossip in
station, Cliff and other points. They side with a few exceptions. These
political circles, got home,
in
ptrtisao
Robson,
S.
line
rider,
killed the U.
consist of a few
u ffht.
exceptions
lit saw the inauguration
iat
Skeleton canon, Arizona, and their
whom, you may and p lined twelve pounds In weiebt,
last viotim was Geo. Smith, the
have noticed, of late, have been caning while toasting his toes at the Eooitt
aBd
h'inse: aud. tvlso, occasionally under
county ranohero. Sid Moore
loudly for somebody to help them gel President M
Kinley's mihngny, it til Dartner. new members of the gang, far enoueh away from Catron to Just!
be is as devoid of fruit as
said.
but
cruel
r held responsible lor Smith's
fy their giving him a good sound kick. last vear's bird nest, when tha rppm.
assassination.
ine. Catron can be an immensely en orial pump is applied on affairs
On the other band, the law officers tprtninlntr man when he tries. Hi nrililinul
rMiner about these dir?inrs Sflv that
have come back at them with effective normal frame of mind is one of surlv
Reynolds' new mining
results. The brave Deputy Loomis sullenness, and during his turbulent Representative
law prohibiting; re locition of forfeited
of
west
killed Cole Young thirty miles
career as the head and front of parti-ta- n claims until ninetv davs elapse, is un- was at- while
the trace
Aihimnprnnn
ww
?
"
politics in New Mexico, where, uoDstiiuiional. and is likely to be of
J
& P. train, oftener than otherwise, the bands ol more benili, to the lawyers than tbt
A.
the
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to
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tempting
from whom he bad reason to tx miners.
OotoberSod last. Deputies Higgins, those the
..f mp." mniA nn fliTTr rnn.lAr. tn.
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a
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auu i, uduu(iu uc
bis so official aauiugiuu,
'
God help tbe
known member of the gang was killed the sour disposition habit: but
messenjourn in the national capital seems to republican party in New Mexico now."
in January by a Wells-Fargnow have immensely softened dowo this I do not undertake to interpret this
ger at Peaoh Spring, Ariz., and
characteristic of bis, and this morniog,
but evidently the speaker
"Black an he chatted with a croup of citizens observation,
is not of thut wing of the party which
Higgins' posse have dropped
Jaok" from his horse and carried bis in front of his office,, just before Alex regards Gen. Bartlett as "a modest
miles Read came np to get his ear about man " Tn anv Averif. ha'U hurrilv
huge form into Clifton, fifteen
taxes on tbe Tierra Amarilla grant, be swine tbe chief justiceship, even should
distant. .
to be pretty well satisfied be muster backbone enough to ask for
and the appeared
with tbe way tbe worm wags in gen- it.
Higgins is a firm, cool officer
Junius.
marshal's office is proud of his work. eral and specially with himself. He
as be at- He had been on the trail of the gang looked well and talked well,brushed
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them.
overtook
he
FSEE TO HTBUT IAN.
when
thirty days
the great big world outside of
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Tha number of his posse
Santa Fe,
Tho Method of a Great Treat
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description of "Black Jack," noting but he ratner iooks iur iue
thing Elee Failed.
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very possible feature that can be
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face
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man
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war horse, is awsy terint; day or night. Sleep is almost 1m- Bernalillo
the
Anderson
hat. Of the old Rang, only
ana unaer sucn a strain men are
yonder in the lead for the place, but posslDie responsible fur what they do. For
and George Musgrave remain. The Mr. Wallace's standing up against tne scarcely
vaapa t.htt wrltAr rnllnrl nnd fcnn.RA.ri nn fchc
is not to bo sneezed at, troubled sea of sexual weakness until it
latter is a dashy oowboy from the Rio
was a
woeioer ne naa not oecier
Pecos region in Texas and is but twen-- . and he may prove the winner, prince take a Miieetmn
Ubse of poison anii tPui end all bin
- is not in the race; Mr1. Catron never
will
he
but
probaold,
years
mentioned Capt. Collier in faot, he came to his aid In the shape of a qombina- ttiir hivima leader of the band. He is didn't say much
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natural
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say free, I mean absolutely without uost,
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I want evt-rweakened uiou to get
benefit of my experience.
father lives down about Eddy. HI wool, will stand as it passed the house, tbeI am
not
a
pbiiantiuropint, nor do I pose
with the as
brother, Van Mmgrave, alias Bob jzrheo the senate gets through
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about
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lor eattle stealing and has fled. It is strictive as to the admission of third-cla- once could tbey bat get such a remedy as
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THE TENNESSEE EXPOSITION.
act, it will go t:)l higher as the result tbera oost
to get, they n worth a
law. At fortune tonothing
some men and mean a lifetime
OaJane 1st, 1796, George Wash ot the pending .bill becoming
1 moit of us. Writs to Thomaa? rate, the Dingley bill will suffice to ot
mgtou faned the proclamation setting stimulwU
Slater, Box 507, Kalamazdo. Mich., and
(or eight years, as
will be mailed in a plain,
the
was
tnat
Informatiou
lennessee
ad
forth tbe (act
or until
country has , a chance to sealed euveiops,
.71'
near
taitted as a stale to tbe new union Increase its flocks
omewiere
Tennessee was the sixteenth state to be the number before the Wilson tariff act
B. H. Dye, of White O.ks, will fP
o sheep
east in a few days 1q connepton wi1)
bo honored. Aside from the thirteen paralyzed the business
in the west.
the Incorporation of tha mining prrp-ertie- s
and
Vermont
Kentucky
original stated,
F.r.Cnv Prinnn has sold his SDleDdid
held iboro by J, W, Hiiruoi
were the immediate predecessors ot residence property near Berkeley lake, and himself.
in
Tennessee
entering the union.
Patriotism flows la Tennessee in
mighty rivers, and so the people of the AQ
Liu
state decided to celebrate its centennial
PREPARE
an
with
that
Nashville
at
exposition
YOUR SYSTEM
FOR THE DISEASES OP SUMMER
o
would fittingly .commemorate the
event. The inauguration exer...BY USINQ.l.
cises took place on the grounds on the
original anniversary, June 1st last, and
since that time a email army of work-me- n
has been employed day and nig In
'
in erecting buildings, etc, Tbe majority of tha states have heartily co- jg It strengthens the kidneys, cleanses and regulates the liver,
operated and some of thoir buildings,
is fortified in advance to resist the influence of malaria, dys$t
ffi
notably that ot Now York, are artistic
St
ttf
cholera, liver disorders and nervous debility.
tery,
indeeign.
The grounds are but one mile from S
Equally effective used as a preventive or cure.
t&
the city limits and 100 foot above the H
PRICE ffil.OO PER COTTLE.
levol of the city. The government
Prepsrcd by
EoU by all Drugglits.
Prickly Ah Bitters Co., St. Loulj.
ivs
building is on an elevation, and from
a jury ey vt tee
country or
fjl? jeoj
r c V y
v
"
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In weirrht iu thirtr davs.
The main facts relating to the illness of
Mr. Falkner were well known to your correspondent, I having lived nt 620 Wright
fit., and being therefore Mr. Falkner's nearest neighbor when he was first stricken
down, but it was during my absence from
this city that his remarkable cure was effected. Upon . hearjng. the wonderful news
t drove at once to his residence and rang
the door bell. My ring was answered by a
brouzed featured, healthy looRing man, whom
I did not resognize. I enquired if Mr. Falk-Le- r
was at home and received a hearty laugh
in reply, and I at
and a cordial hand-shak- e
lost realised that the strong man before tne
!
?
f
hd
TOR
Vss tha
ago as a physical wtcck - and a jandi!ii$ for
tJ
an early grave,
Said at lensrth, "tell W
Mr. Falkner,
kiw you recovered your health V

W

'.

oame at once and to the point!
The
a medicine called Pink Pill
for Pale People," he said.
"How many did you take?" wo my next
"three boxes,"
question, and he answered,
and continuing, said :
" I had heard that these pills had benefited
our City Clerk, Mr. C. L. Mauley, and I determined to try them. As you probably
, (naming one of the leadheard, Dr.
ing doctors of this city) had told me thatwasI
could not recover and that my left lung
I was in despuir my
completely
gone.
family in wantand I, as I believed, almost at the brink of the grave, and I grouped
eagerly at the chance to try Pink Pills. Not
being able to walk to town I asked my friend
Perry Fitts to get me the first box and
well, look at me now." he ended laughingly.
"Have you any objection to tny publishing an account of your cose?" I asked as ws
parted.
"None In the world," he replied, "I consider that I owe a solemn duty to my fellow
man In giving it out to the world, and I am
more than willing to tell my story to anyone
who is likely to be benefited."
On leaving Mr. Falkner's house I drove
direct to the residence of Mr. J. P. Fitts, on
College Avenue, and asked him to tell me
something of how "Jim" Falkner regained
his health. He corroborated all of the foregoing statements and added: "When he
first asked me to buy him a box of Pink
Pills I had no idea of his getting well, as he
His eyes were sunk
was a pitiful sight.
deep into his head and the blue veins showed
his
deathly white skin.
clearly through
Thiiikinc to humor the vagaries of a man
not long for this world, I went to the drug
store of raul T. llaliman, on f.xcnanKe
Avenue, and oiked the nronrietor if he had
any Pink Pills, and at the same time asked
him what they were good for. Mr. Hahmun
informed me that they were good for any
disease of the blood, that he sold lots ol
them, and that they were invaluable as s
tonic and as a nerve food ; so I bronght
home a box and gave them to Jim. In three
days he told me tliey were helping him, aud
he was Handling lumafter the second box
ber In mv vard." '
and the present
Mr. Fitts is a past-mastKecorder ot the Mints iiosa iouce or A. U

n

Man-zioar-

.

A baseball club, called the Santa Fe
Diamonds, has been organized over
t hare.
W. H. Kerr is manager, Gus
Ashford; ouptain, and J. Slaughter,
secretary."

.
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deUv red free la city.
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Staves SAiricilmral Implements
OP ALL! KINDS.

A large stock of Stoves and Flows now on hand, which will be sold a little
above coet. These goods are all warranted to be of the very boot rnako in the
United States, and to give porfoct satisfaction.
At tha Old Stand on Centor Street.
EAST LAS VEGAS. N. M.
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Las Vegas, N. 1.

Sample and CluKtiooms,

'Cornet BlxthiStreet andD'ouglas Avenue,

CHRIS SEClMAN, Proprietor.

Cnoicest brands of imported and domestic wines, liquors and cigar
always in stock. Folite and attentive mixologists in attendance,. flay and
night. The patronage of gentlemen solicited.

.

Estate, Mining Insurance Agts.

$23,000,000.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

PURE MOUNTAIN JOE
i

vfiri.n."ULa.l

50,000

iu uui uiauy paii'jns.

ROGERS,
Horse-Sho-

'
8

Las JVegas

er

LAS VEGAS, N. M.
and 9 Bridge street, west

620 Doufir I aa Ave.. East Las Vegas. N.M

Office:
A

Hos. 7,

sni

at

a Depth of

Colorado Springs,
Deab

"

.

ontezuma Restaurant

SihI

ajo Feet. Needs Only a Trial to
CHEmiCAi. nrmitYSis.

Best Twenty-fiv- e
Meals in Town

Cent

Oct. 30, 1890.

H. W. LAMB, Analytical Chemist.

CHARLES

WRIGHT,
!EAJT

ljkIVPni

HAVE

A

HACK?

rahruuaga vuuuhu.

RAFAEL ROMERO,

Claim Agent.

do-e-

Mur-phe-

be Appreciated,

Proprietor,

.PUSIinvirn

Leave Orders at Montezuma Restaurant or address lock box

Table supplied with everything; tbe mar-

lovnuuiua.

Water..

find the sample of Las .Vegas Mineral Water contain:
Bodium Chloride
S.OOf) grains
per gallon
...i.
iSodium Carbonate
3.807 grains per gallon
Sodium Bicarbonate
.3fi6 grains per
gallon
Potassium Sulphide
4.933 grains per gallon
Iron Sulphide
.603 grains per gallon
illca
Vree Hydrosnlphunc Acid notdetermined. grains per gallon

JPROF.

las Vegas.
WRIGHT, Prop

Center B(, Kaa

1

Sulphurated, Carbonated, MineralgWater, lncomparableas failSystem
Cleanser, Blood Purifier and Appetizer.

Found

Special attention given to brand
Ing irons, and general blacksmithAll work
ing and woodwork.
promptly uone and satctiisonfa
eruaranteed.

Alterative

COOL, REFRESHING and INVIGORATING.

oi

bridge.'

CJIAKLSE

GuTons

gives entire satisfaction

clear,

pure,

Are you gloomy, depressed, despondent,
with no energp or ioterett In life's duties?
It Is a state of mind produced by a torpid
LAS VEGAS, N. M,
liver and pots tbe body in a condition to
eaoilv contract disease. What you need is
Abb
the
celebrated
sysBittkrs,
Prickly
tem regulator. It stimulates tbe kidneys,
Indian Uepredatlon Claims a
strengthens and, invigorates h liver, tones
and cleanses bp bowels
pp tba stomach
Specialty.
s
A fe
will revive the exhausted
energy and cause you to feet strong, buoyy
ant, vigorous and cheerful. Bold by
lsaae B. Hltt A Co., Chicago. III., Bar.
Van Petten Drug Co.
O.,
aett,
Thompson k 1 aw, Washington,
are associated
with me in cases before tiu
uoursoiuiaims.
Anting Onvc roor Miller has appointed Eer. T, P- Q'Keefo, of Jis Vegas, a
commissioner to tbe Tennessee Cen:
tennial exposition,
"It's tha Beaton Earth."
That is what Edwards & Parker, merchant, ot Plain, Oa., says ot Chamber-Imi'- h
Piln Balm for rheumatism, lame

g

jDALS US

Rjeal

Practical

The True Remedy.

----S

MILLS & KOOGLER,

nrat-oias-

W, M. Repine, editor tiskilwa, 111;,
"Chief," layii mWb won't keep honse
without Dr. King' New Discovery for
Consumption, Couch and Colds. b.x- perimented with many others, bnt
never got the true remedy until we
used Dr. King's New Discovery. No
other remedy can taka its place in our
borne, as in it we bay e a oertaln and
inre cure for Coughs, Colds, Whoop,
ing Cough, etc." It is idle to
with other remedies, even if
they are urged on you as just as good
as Dr. King's New Discovery. They
are not as good, because the remedy
has a reoord of cures and besides is
to
It never fail
guaranteed,
Trial bottles, 1Q cents, at
satisfy.
Petten Drag Co's. drug
Wurphey-Vastore; at wholesale by Browne &
Co. Regular, siaie (0 cents and
: a,;- ,..
$100.

s

e

Tbe Palace hotel re opened at Santa
a
mapper
Fe and will tie ran in

i""i.

Ml

I drove to thr.
After bidding him good-byCity Hall to see Mr. Mnblcy, tho Clerk. 1
found him in his office at work, and after
the usual greeting I began relating the story
of Mr, falkner as above,
t nan not proceeded fur when he interrupted me by
Buccessors to T. B. MILLS, Established in 1878.
:
saying
what yon sre going to tell me
"Iamknow
fnmiliar with the whole story."
and
Here he pulled open a drawer in his desk
and produced a oox ot l'inic fills.
"
" Yon see I have them right at hand all
Representee Royal Exchange Assurance Company,"
the time," he said, "and would not be with
of London, England ; Assets
out them. When I first came here Pink
Pills could not he obtained in town and I
sent East for them. Now all the drag stores
W County and school bonds bought and sold. Best facilities Tor plnclng Bach securikeep them, and, as I verily believe, sell ties.
Large list of ranch and improved property, and over 8,000,000 acres of timber
mnro of them than any other one remedy.
lands
in the soulh and southwest, at prices which challenge competitors.
Ollice or
It was through me that Falkner heard
.
of this fine remedy, and I can say for my- Bridge Bt., Las Vegas, N.;31.
,
self, that they have strengthened and built
me np when all ele fuiled. I have recommended them to fully two score people, all
of whom have been benefited."
Wishing the cheery City Clerk good day.
I crossed to the Court House and found
Sheriff Allen in his office. Stating my erWHOUESAIaB DBAXiB.lt IN
4
rand. I asked him to stute for publication
what he knew of Pink Pills and the recovery
of his old mining partner, Falkner.
"Well, sir." said the genial Sam. V 'M
know they are a fine remedy, though I have
never had Oceanian to use tliera myself; and.
ames fe,
i Know m voey wiv.ei me ine oi
La!e.
Storage in Las Mas. Hot Suriuss Canes.
Falkner."
.
' Pink Pills are sold hr all rtanVn
--atl
.
post paid! on receipt of price, ISO eents
ok, or six hnxis for $9,80 (they are never
sold tn OUIK or ry the iutl by addressing Dr.
Williams' Medicine Co.. Schenectady, N. Y,
firm and
Our Ice is
and

C.S.

!

-

" By thereply
use of

TO CURB A COLD IN ONE DAY
. . . ncromu rl . I
.
iaie L,axat.iverefund
vwoim ir.kl.ta
tas money If it falls
All druggists
to cure. 25o.
.

BIJfflS, TAE1I1S2ES

D. L. HOUGHTON,

IVem fa BepubUean, Santa Rota, OaU

ll

T-

EAST LAS VEGAH,

Physical Wreck &sd nsf Expsclcd fa LIva Ka EsgL-stha Use
Ktt Pills &ri In Threo Days Is fitls is
V!WIIs Friends Gsrrckmid His Tes!!r.:ay.

(

DBaLKB

Gsrrillos Hard and Soft Coal

s

Hers is a true story from California.
Knm. thre vaari aira. Jamea H. Falkntr.
of SunU Kosa, Cal., started out to nnd s
qnlcksilrer mine. He was a practical quicksilver miner, and selecting a point within
the ciuuahur belt. Degna to careiuiij pro- red rock that carries tha shining
for
Sect of the
metal.
It loon became apparent to Mr. Falkner
(hut he would require capital to develop
his claim, and he came to Hants Rosa and
consulted 8am. 1. Allen, the Sheriff of
Mr. Allen was an old
Sonoma County.
miner, and the two men visited the mine
together, resulting in sir. Allen purchasing
a half interest. It was decided that Mr. Fnlk-ne- r
should stay upon the place during that
winter and contiuue his researches, and that
in the following spring a large tore of men
should be set to work. Accordingly, Mr,
Falkuer started out for. the mine ons rainy
day in Deoemlxr aud arrived about sight-fuwet tn the skin.
The following day found Falkner a very
sick man, pneumonia having fastened upon
hiui, and for four days he tossed upon his
bed alone, nnable to even shut the cabin
door, and through which opening the cold
wind ana driving Min was pouring.
He was found at niffhtiall of the fourth
day end conveyed to his residence at 622
IV
rlgm hi., apparently oyiup. ai me expiration of five weeks, under the constant care
of an experienced physician, and careful
nursing, the invalid had recovered sufficiently to sit up. During the following
months the unfortunat man grew weaker
and weaker, and just
year from the date
doctors in this
of his first sickness, tlia
city pronounced his illness to be consumption and the case hopeless.
It was junt fifteen months from the time nf
his first illness that Mr. Falkner feebly
made his way frond his residence to tbe lumber yard of J. P. Fitts, about 150 yards distant, and sitting down on a pile of red wood
lumber, becan talking to Mr, Fitts, tbe proprietor of the place.
Mr. Falkner remarked, " Perry, when yon
go op town I wish you wonld ask some drug,
gist about a new remedy I have just heard
of. It is called Pink Pills for Pale People,
and God knows I am pale enough.-- '
To humor the man with one foot in the
grave, Mr. Fitts promised to comply with
his request, and thut evening handed the
sick man the coveted medicine.
Tiie lumlier man did not see his sick friend
for three days, but at the end of that time
was greatly surprised to see him walk over
to the yard without the cane that had been
his constant companion for so long,
" I feel like a new man,
'Perry," he said,
t
me another box of those Pink Pill for
F-ale People,"
'I'll do so with pleasure, Jim," said Mr.
Fitts, and he soon placed a second bo in
the ensrr hands of the supposed consumption, when these were exhausted the now
convalescent man walked a mile to the drug
store and purchased third bos for himself
and before the lost pellet naa peen wra,
James II. Falkner was working at his trade
Ie had gained thirty pounds
as a carpenter.
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(Suoocasct to Coors Dros.)
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JOHN HILL.,

C0STB1CTDS and BUILBEB.

Johnnie Booth,
the

'is
driving bis own hack and
solicits tbe patronage ol his
friends and tbe public
Leave Calls at Stoneroad's Stable.
well-know- n

RobtLIJ
Real! Estate

hack-drive- r,

now

J

Telephone

B3.

REMEMBER JOHNNIE.

INSUtUNOE.AOEHL

irtiGes to Suit tiie TMes.

SOLE AGENT of the Hiixsita
Town Co. addition, and the Eldo-rad- o
Town Co. lower addltioa

General

Residences, Business Properties,
Loans,Mortgages and Securities

lercbaiuise,
Saddles

AND

lots from SlOBf.

WM. MALBOEUF.

Harenss,

161

Etc.,

!on0OB TAXHt 0PER A K0CSE.
best, place in the ,
,
IiU UCM,
Manufacturer of
p
muscular
and
tented
paini. Sash and
back.
to buy your
City
Doors,
Bold by K, T. Goodall, Depot drag store.
A fins Une of home
Mouldings,
1. M. Michaels, EUssbethtown, Col.
EAASCH.
made Wrappers
Scroll Sawing,
fax county ; Manuel Lopei, Watrous,
Dressing Sacks :
C.
H.
W.
McKesson,
Moraoountv;
Aprons, etc.
imeritsa. a beker, hits oonetaiidlT
Surfacing and Matching
Clayton, Uoion oonny, have been ap.
on sale at the
pointed not ries poblio in and for their
-LAS
VEGAS
counties.
BAKERY
respective
and Office Corner ef Blanchard street and
ITJ
Opposite Postofflca, West Side.
ttiieklcn's Aralca Salve.
Ittrsnd avenue,
Thk Bkst Salvb In the world for
tKXSH BBtlD, OAK KB AK
PI1:S,
nsw mil
Co's, B'uisfS, Sores, Ulcers, Salt AST tAS VEGA
Livery Feed and Sale
8nlaorar. AIM on ehort notloa.
r
P.heum,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands. Chilblain', Corn'?, and all Skin
Erop'ions, and positively cures Piles,
or no pay required. It ts guaranteed
CONTRACTOR & EUILBEB.
perf-Ki- t
to giv
satisfaction or money
refunde''. Trice 25 cnnts per box. For Job Work and Repairing, House Mot
Headcmarters for
Oi every
iele by Murpbev-Va- n
Pettpn Dnijr Co ,
ted wUa nsataws
Ranciimcn
Lis Veeaa and East La Veps, and St
leg &s3 Sulsisg a Specialty.
and aeapaton
wholesale by Browne
&ar,fJis.res
I
C03i RtSTa AED KfTEUOQ
Douglas Avenue,E&s Las Yegn It
Co.jEapujVejSj,
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During The Past Three
Weeks There Has Been
in Las Vegas a Great
Reduction in The
Sufferings of Those
Afflicted With j

II
eMiiti (tint t
Hits
a fraction mors thita tb tetter-halis the buttef twd'tUlrds. flow it this, itr,
Is sbs a bettor neighbor mid
Editor
calls at 5 id the mornmakes no back-doing to borrow an ax with which to obop
down tbe door that was barricaded against
ber spouist Is she a better nurse, ooollug
the fevered brow with tbe gentleness cf
her touch, smiling at your Impatience and
'
keeping awake with almost superhuman
effort to give those pills at regulation
tlmat
Doss she mend little Howard's frock
after tbe drudgery of the day, while yoa
are "only at the olub, lore?"
Does she bring your slippers, whlls ber
aching feet are forgotten f
Does she oook what "John" likes and
wrltbss in anticipation of the dyspepsia it
will cause berf
Does sbs rsvel In tact when yon surprise
ber with a diamond or two, after, she ex
plained to tbe parson tbatshs bad"notbiog
to wear to corns to church!"

Billtof kt tliat,

Waiting For the "Tea Party."

timate This Reduction

t

To tbe Editor

as High as TMrty
Three Per Cent

the Optic.

East Las Vegas, N. M., April
1897.

29th
Since a few of tbe citizens of Las

Vegas deem it their duty to Instruct
tbe sohoot board at to what they sball
do, I would like to hear from tbe "tea
party, "who undertook to aid the board,
last year, in their selection of teachers,
by an anonymous letter.
There are tour new members on tbe
board this year, and if our anonymous
friends wish to aid them in tbe seleo
tlon of teachers, I suggest that they
sign their own names and thus act in a
more honorable manner than they did
last year. I will add for the benefit of
that it is known who
the friends
wrote the letter.
In answer to Citizen's" plea of the
27th ult., I would say that, ns every
one knows, the teachers were chosen in
a bodv. last vear. and the board was
oensured for it.
I would like to ask "Citizen." if
he has visited all of tbe different
school-room- s
and if be is satisfied with
the teachers and their ways of teaching,
or if he is simply guessing at the state

Many of the most picturesque pare of
the world are solentlfle institutions as well
and are maintained by the various rot.
Are Doing Heroic
eminent! in eonneotlon with their nniver
Work.
sltiee. Some of them are open to the pub.
lio, while others are reserved exclusively
for the students. One of the largest of
The great mass of testimonials re- these
Is at beautiful Bona on the
ceived In favor ol Dr. Hobbe Sparagus Rhine.gardens
of
Kidney Fills matt, at a matter
As botany is Included In ths preliminary
course, be held eaoredly confidential, university course of a medloal student,
but many of the oared patients from suoh
are cultivated, particularly in
different sections of the country are the plants that
are need for medicinal
gardens,
anxious to have their letters published
the same time, all specimens
at
purpoiei;
of
are
suffer of
for the benefit
others who
plants are well represented, to give the
ing from kidney disease as they did.
student a general as well as special knowl
In the faoe of the convincing; evidence that has appeared in these col- edge.
As a
these gardens contain a mag- umns in favor of this harmless hat nlfloentrule,
fern bouse tor flowerless plaots, a
the
effloient
genhighly
remedy, and
for mountain flowers, and a hot
eral publicity that has been given to rookery
bouse for flowers of enltlvatien. There is
the matter, it would appear to the alio a
large building whlob is used as
average person that any one who was hlbsrnade, wherein nearly all the known
would
disease
from
by plants of the world are preservsd In a
kidney
suffering
this time have taken advantage of Dr. dried
condition. This building Is al so used
Hobbs grand disoovery and thoroughly for the botanical lectures
and other requi
of affairs?
proven specific
sites of the student of beuny.
However, for the benefit of those
It certainly will be shameful to re
the paths are the trees of
along
Grouped
who may still doubt the curative the
teachers to use their holidays in
also
quire
woods;
specimens
surrounding
powers of Dr. Hobbs Sparagno Kidney that grow in Afrioa, India, North and posting themselves on what tney are
Pills we herewith append to this artlole 8outh America and elsewhere. Surround paid to teach.
more convincing proof:
Another Citizen,
log these trees are ths plants and herbs
of
that are transplanted from their original
The Hand Concert.
homes with them. Bpeclmens of ths finest
over
the
distributed
all
garden flowers are
Hobbs
grounds and playing fountains sointillate
Pills-S- ay
with all the colors of the rainbow.
In Zurich the botanical garden is situated
A reporter called on Col. A. T. Mo on a hill In the center of town and Is .used '
'
'
.
i
Reynolds of 325 Madistm avenue, bv the Inhabitants as a promenade and ?
I
' v ' f
Grand Rapids, and found a. man ninety pleasuVe ground.
At Rdinbnrgh, the botanical gardens ,
Tears of aee. remarkably well preserv.
ed, and in reply to his question told the culminate in a hill, where through the foil
following interesting experience: "I age of the surrounding trees, which ars
am ninety years old and have Jived in pruned for the purpose, a panoramic view
'
glorious
of the city and surrounding
the state of Michigan for sixty-thre- e
.
be
enjoyed.
- .
may
scenery
.
w
t
years, holdtug many politioat positions
v.
of
!
time
life
the
one
Bachs,
Haegell
During
during that time. I suppose I am
n
men in this state, and If ohl, the students of ths universities .
of the
.
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I have not known what it was of Wurtsburg, Munich and Tnbengen, re
'
of
lore
v- -,
botanlo
the
in
reveled
SDeotivelv.
a
.
until
a
dootor
or
be
sick
have
year
to
ago last winter, when I waa taken with these lights.
"
la grippe which, after getting over the Our American unirersltlee have been
I J
the :" I . 4 I
c
acute stage, settled in my kidneys and slow to awaken to the faot that one of de
',
I
O
r.
solentlfle
their
hUHrior mumine ma a irrwat deal of main features to make
i
4
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Is a botanical garden
pain and trouble ever since. My feet partments complete.
and ankles were swollen to twioe their so equipped as to familiarise the stndent
normal size. I thought old age had a with a practioal illustration of the science. :
t
' " "I. V
to the lamented Mr. James ..
,
good deal to do with my condition,a But thanks
New
of
a
merchant
Bedford.Mass.,
remain
to
Arnold,
and hud resigned myself
sufferer for the rest of my life.. But I who died In 1870, the Arnold arboretum of
MASTCB AKTHOB BAND.
noticed where the newspapers were to Harvard university, although the only
The following complimentary notice of
Amerin
a
with
connected
university
Pills,
Hobbs
park
Dr.
Kidney
test
Sparagus
Hand Concert oompany is taken from
and thinking I was a good subject, I ica that typifies the intent of a botanical the
Raton Reporter:
tbe
In
none
to
Inferior
nevertheless
me.
is
sent
garden,
applied for a box, whioh they
A feshlonable audience ereeted the Hand
world.
I started taking them at onoe and toI theThis
Concert
company at tbe Methodist church.
magnificent institution is the oat- - less nignc. loo muca prmise ciaau, u
my surprise, as well as satisfaction,
the
of
$100,000
an
endowment
come
of
by
start.
tbe principal stars of the eompmy
began to improve from the very BOX aforesaid gentleman.' A tract censlstlog given
Master Arthur Hand an4 Miss Hattle
T .m nnornsino- - mV first regular
Master Artbnr, only a
Plain, six Knickerbocker.
th.t. r ant from mv druirelst after the of about 125 aores lu Jamaica
boy. has tbe technique of an artist ana,
aside
for
was
sst
the
miles
from
bus a remarkable idea
his
the
university,
that
find
age,
considering
samples were used up. I bladder have tbe arboretum and a
y
brick build of expression. Mias Hattie Knickerbocker
in in mv kidnevs and
with tbree selec
audience
donated by Mr. H. delighted tbe
each of which Drougntierin immense
left me entirely, and the swelling has ing was subsequently
tions,
In
used
to
be
of
Boston,
from mv feet. Io wrti Hollls Hunnswell,
applause. She has a rich, full, melodious
connection with the same.
soprano voice, and tbe perfect control with
.11 tho wnnkneas and bad symptom
which she handles tbe same, shows that
the
is
undsr
botanical
to
The
words
department
find
have gone, and I cannot
shs has received artistic treining. We will
on
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of
of
author
Report
ths
Hobbs
supervision
cratitude to the
say, should Prof. Hand and bis company
a. favor
os agaiu in the neir future, we will
Romnrtv Co.. for bringing before my tbe Forests of north America, Fror.
guarantee him a gooa auaience.
tiiu a remedy that does the work tn Bargent.
The region which has bsen convertea
.nnh a afttufactorv manner as Dr;
by the scenie artist,
Hobbs Sparagus Kidney Pill. They into a rich landscape
Mr. Frederick Law Olmstead, ths designer
work like a charm, audi take great of
the Central Tark of New Tork City, Is
to tell my friends
pleasure in being able
located to merge with avalla
propitiously
uon
nave
wi
what tney
a park that will add another
into
land
ble
MoReynolds.
Col. A. T.
Unrel to Boston's glory, Harvard univer
825 Madison, are..
Grand Rapids, Mich. sity.
There are manv botanical garaens not
n TT,hha SDarazus Kidney Pills", conneoted with . unlvsrsities. Thousands
or six for 12.50.
upon thousands of dollars are expended
fifty cents a box,
yearly by metropolitan cities In stacking
FOR SALE BY
Bklns on fire with torturing, disfiguring,
tbsir parks with specimens of plants and
DRUG CO,
PETTEM
THE MURPKEMAI
Itching, burning, bleeding, scaly, and pimply
trees from all parts of ths earth. It is an
warm bath
humors, Instantly relieved by a
established custom of foreign and native
Las Vegas. New Msxica.
with Cotiocba Soap, a single application of
gardens to exchange specimens of plants,
Cctiouba (ointment), the great skin cure,
VICTORY.'
as well as books and photographs, thus
.NAPOLEON'S VALUE OP
and a full dose of Cotiouba Resolvent.
botanical
Into
new
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introducing
thsm
Recent
Introduces
In
market
the
CounterMit
cMtiM
gardens before
0M
ft Pros
World Triumphs.
to the public.
Perhaps the most extensive of these garm-- d
! K2L3S!
dens Is located at Glasnevln, a suburb of
.u...,.l,M,iil...M Vntim n.r.Cf)IP., BoJ
Dublin and the favorite resort of suoh
Bwlfl and Shel-le"thinn etimniowu u..
"tbltreA ths literary lights as Addison,
ind Hulr pnrlflei ml Boso.
BABY'S SKIN Helplifted bj CUTicuit Sof.
Bloom and decay ere here vividly
With erowing
"h.."it ever been
trnifled: for just alongtide of this' garden
WUVUU'
The White Oaks railroad party
ere tbe historlo Catholio burying grounds,
El Paso, on their return from
Iaaao
Blr
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tbe
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lie
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F.ir in 'M by Dr. where
u. o n. M. P.. one of tbe first to touco the tour of inspection, and left lor
xne vin--- ,- . ,
Ever
p0Wder.
8
been
E. H. R.
New York.
upon boms role in Ireland.
lana popularity have
ereasra
bty promptly
result.
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Tour Life Airay.
tbe
r!rdicU that deolared
No member of the anatomy symbolises
ratified the c,ffi.0
keeping
Tn milt tnhnnnn nnsllv nnd forover. be ma;
Jenwai excellence, the story of Ilfs as does tbe hand one, the netlo. full of life, nerve and vigor, take
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Onalities, purity
ooscur
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teed. Booklet and sample free. Address
supremacy, other, the bsnd of performance, carrying Sterling Remedy Co., Chiongo or New York.
Kmperor do means
of the brain by the
wictory that
out
tbe
impressions
JU-f-- t
Andrew Boyle and Miss Rtaa Burke
tlnf transmitters oalled nerves and linss.
were married at Cerrillps.
same by indelible marks and
'The line of life and that of fortune are
three motive
the principal Unas, The
the thumb, love,
powers of life center in
d for his recovery.
in
.uu,a and will. This nismber ist athegrsai
Rheumatism.
thumb
xi.. Rest Retaeeytor
dex to charwter. A glance
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One the Best Known Men
in Michigan Indorses Dr.
Sparagus Kidney
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Like a Charm.
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la never dono, and it is specially tvesrlnj
and wcui Uomo to tboso whose blood is
iinpuru and unflt properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue. It is more because of
this condition ol the blood that women
are run down,
,
)
Tlrod, VVoak, Norvoua,
Than because of the work itsolf. Every
physician says so, sod that the only remedy la la building up by taklug a good
nerve tonic, blood puriUer and vltallter
like Hood's Snrsaparllln. For the troubles
VoitHnr to Women at change, of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, norvousiieas, .and Impure blood,
thousands have found relict and cure in
.
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The Pe?clc'S Common Sense Medical Ad.
viser. By R. V. Pierce, M. I).,
Chief Consulting Physician
to the Invalids' Hotel and
Snrtricnl Institute, a book cif
1008 Urge pages, over 300
1
lifUairaiio??" BUI"!. "f ff''f
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apy pi;
paper eiwcfii
f
i
sending at cents in uii-- inaii-ing
stamps to cover cost of

only.this Over

680,000

conies of
complete fam- Doctor Book already sold in cloth
of
binding at regrular price $1.50. World's
Swspemsarv Mupicai. Association, to,
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Fetten Drug Cos. drug store; al
The Cerrilios cornet band is to be wholesale by Browne & Manssnares
strengthened by tbe acquisition of sev- Co.
eral new members, ail expenenoed
Miss Ella Watson, who has bsen al- musicians, who are eipeoted to arrive
tending school at White Daks, the past
from tbe east in two or tbree weeks.
term, left for her home in Jioarilla.
for Fifty Cents.

See that
it is there!!

Guaranteed tobacco habit cure, makes weak
men strong, blood puro. 60c, (1. All Urugtmi

(

Cattle men are gathering for tbe
spring drive in Lincoln county. Sev.
eral thousand head will take the trail
for the northern market during tbe next
few weeks from tbe vicinity of White
Oaks.

-

which
This U the trade-mar-k
is on the wrapper (salmon-co- l
ored) ot every

Tbe WestUeld (tod.) Nrw$ priote the fol
lowing In rrsnrd to an old resident of tbat
place: Frank mcavov, ror many yearsn tbe employ of the L., (1, A.
U. rellwav here. Beys: ! have need Unsraoer- lain's Colic, Cbolera and Diarrhoea Remedy for ten years or longer am never
without it to mv ramiiy. 1 oonsiaer 11 tne
1
best remadv of tbe kind manufactured.
take pleasure in recommeodlog it.' " It Is
For
sale
ell
bowel
disorders.
rmoiflo for
by K. D. Uoodall, Depot drug store.

bottle of the gen- -

I
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EMULSION.

Be cure this is on
the
package, and
fie-,.i
f
Jjatnothingrelse
is palmed off on
700 when yott
ask for it.
Nothing: has been made that
equals it to give strength and
solid flesJi to those who are
run down or emaciated.
Your doctor will tell yoa
that it is the one food for all
those whose weight is below
the standard of health.
1
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Tbe child of Vivian Carabaial. the
mavordomo of tbe aoeauia of Albu
querque, old town, is dead and buried.

SCOTT & ftOWNB, Ktw York.
11.., Ihtttmi r a nnt mAJtlninMR.
but simply liquors dlsgul.ed, so as to evade
Ash B1TTSB8 is not one
tbe
. . 1.law.
. .1 Pkickly,
T. Ib ul.intltr
m.rllt in..
ectlng primarily on tbe kidneys, liverand
bowels, ana ror ine aogeruu uiwu"
that attack theBe organs it is a remedy of
the first grade. There Is nothing
In if a taste, it has a very agreeable flavor and it acceptable to tbe most
delicate stomach. Bold by Murphey-Va- n
Petten Drug Co. ,
m

e

object-tioneM-

A surprise party was given Miss Mirs
Harkness at the Falaoe hotel in Cer
s
rilios. Miss Mlra left for her Lai
home that night.
Ve-ga-

To Cure Constipation Forever--. Take Cascarete Candy Cathartic. lOo or 25o.
If C. C. C, tall to eure. druiwifitg refund money.

Cbas. Lyon, defaulting postmaster at
Cerrilios, now serving a two years'
term in the penitentiary, is engineer in
the power house of that institution and
puts in his spare time in making horn
canes.
-
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a generous sample "will be mailed of the
most popular uamrrn anu tiuj 1 ever vum
(Ely's Cream Balm) sufficient to demon.
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Barber chops.

rI Jiionfly

1. . o. w.
LODQK No. 4, meets

AB VK(4AS

ever
at their hall, Slxtk
brtUren
COrd"k"
vu0dto.tI.nd.n8

B. U. BLAOVKLT,
Tonsortal Parlors,
Center Street.
Bon-to8t. Louis, Long Branch, round
senator, and round, squire and bos pompadour a specialty.

venlng

W"tTI'N' a-W. two,,
h. KiagrATaicK, Cemetery Trustee.
MOkTTKZlfMA &ODGK NO. 2S.

LRAGUK

CJBXRfrNIAT.

FAJUOB I1A1UIKU SHOP,

A. 4.

Bssks
BAH MIGUEL NATIONAL,

81xth street and Orand avanns

Dentists.

o

WHITBX
JHKYEKS
yriCE over Ran Miguel Bank; East Las
DKS

Vegas, n. ju.

.

Dry Oooda.

nmrtln
Repelnr
01 "8CU

"""

Center Street,
at I. U. O. F. hail .
O. L. Gregory, prop.
R.
Iff. B. RosansiRBr,
Hot
Onlv skilled workmen emDloyed.
In
connection.
baths
cold
and

''-

J. Haitiltom, Pree.

17. OT.

DIAMOND LODGE no. S, meets Or aad
1st
evenings each month
WVTOMn
Klnrtlr
nmi.la.
akh " ........
brethren are cordially Invited.
. a. X. KOOKBS, M. w.
Gso. WNoras, Eecorder.
F P. RrHKoft. Financier.

A. V. 4 A. H,
oar,
t meets first ana
j BKU inonca.iBl
i - . . ....
the raeine Mssple.
Visiting brethren ara
oaternally Invited.L. tr.
W. .
0. H. Sporleder, See. Hofmalster,
.Ji02E.m"n
" - :

1

I.D OlBOMBBO,
Las Vfffas Royal Arch
The Danger Comes
H. Bomero, Mabager,
Chapter, No. .
Regular convolutions, tlret Monday In each
:n cases of typhoid fever, diphtheria and other
8onth Bide Pla sa inontb.
Visiting
companions
Invited.
diseases, when tne patient bas been
O. L. Giikooht, fraternally
K. H. P.
L. 11. HoruaisTaa, sec.
reduced in flesh, and strength, and begins the
County Surveyor.
toilsome climb to lieaUh. Here flood's 8:irsa
Lae VeRas Oommandery, No. 1.
W. HBBBUITB JONES,
parllla Amis Its place. It enriches the blood,
oomssuni cation, second TuesdayRegular
each)
ENGINEER AND COUNTY
dithe
to
tone
&ives
the
mantfe
nerves,
strengthens
Visiting Knights cordially weU
CITT
Ottlce, room 1, Olty Hall.
0OnlBl.
whole
Joua
the
builds
and
E.
syston.
up
organs,
gestive
uill, C.
L. B. HOVVBISTBB. ROC
STewd'e Pills are the best
pills,
and
Hurgreons.
Physiclana
A8 VTOA8 0OUN0ILNO. S.
sssist digestion.- cure headache. 25c. a box.
Royal and
I- JSelect
O. t). OOKDON. H.
Masters. Regular convocation
TAMMK OPERA HOT78B, KA8T third slonday of each month. Sanctuary la
PFIOK
Walk
of
A.
E.
T Ad Vnirna V
M
Cspt. Walker, father
Masonic temple.
Offina hours ! 11
Qito, Qooii,
tt. A. KOTHOKB,
T.I. if
er, will build a pretty residence at Al- 13 a, m., I to 4 p. in.. 7 to 8 p. in.
Recorder.
buquerque.
DR, J. at. ODJKHIHOBAM,
AND 8URQKON. OFWOE IN vfted to attend tSesVtodU;.
PHT8IOIAN building,
To Cure Constipation Forever.
up stairs.
...
......
.....
v.
Baasera Star
I it... uuniiiv.n u
If Q. C. C. fail to cure, druggists rotund money.
Attorueys-ac-LAsecond sad foart
RSmilar eommnnioatione
evenlnss.
FRANK SPRINGES,
O.
The Dorcas aid sooiety at Cerrilios
Mm.
II.
COUNSELLOR AT LAW
Worthy Matron.l
Mas. Emma spoRLitpaa,
ATTORNKT AND
Benedict. Treasurer,
are about to inaugurate a new depart
Union block, Sixth street,
All Vlflltlnir hrntltara anil
riatn. .A.iit.u
ure. Instead of raising coarny mnas East Las Vegas, N. M. '
Aliss Ulanohb Koihqeb 8e.
invited,
amuselike
or
other
by giving dances
LOHQ & FOfiT
ments, thev will hereafter eive after ArrOBNKTSAT-LAW- .
OFFICII, Wl
Ktist Las Vegns, N. M.
noon "teas"onoe a month at the homes
MODEL
of the members.
Si. It. tllLlaWIT,
S08WKU.
1HTSI01AN ANU BUSQKON.
Na lie
Warm the toints. ease tbe palu and drWe
Ward Block, Railroad Ave.,
ont all rheumatic inuuenoe 10 tne noojy dj
uslnir LatXEMAXD's bPECIHC for khkuma
time
tisk. It if one of the very few oldscience
remedies which modern medical
bas been unable to improve on. Cures
Tables Servod With
Prloe$1.00 per
qulcklv and permanently.
Fetten Drug
vial. Sold by Murphy-Va- n
after-dinn-
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Mrs. Wm. Qoin, Prop.
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There are some people who never wear
dark classes and vet thev never see any
thing bright) it's tbe people who are dys
peptic ana soureq. nveryiuinn is out ui
joint with such people. "1 Buffered many
years with Dyspepsia and Liver Troubles
f?6 Warren St., l?ew York City, but have been relieved since taking SimI know others
..
w
. , I .. . W 11 . f 1 mons I.ivir Renulator.
Jlov. JDUn item, a r. , 01 upw r aim, jnuut-who have been ereatlv benefited by its
(onnniTnended Elv's Cream Balm to me. I use." James Nowland, Carrollton, Mo.
jamnliftcirM lllft tfltATnetlt. "It IS ft DOB1
tive eure fot catarrh if used asdireoted."
Cards have been received in Lincoln
Eev. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres.
of the marriage , at Salt Lake
county
Church, Helena, Mont.
City, of Thomas II. Long, to Miss
is
the
Balm
Cream
acknowledged Susie M.
Ely's
Timoney, formerly a resident
no mercury
cure for catarrh nnd contains
..
. .
11
r n mw.
of White Oaks.
ou
Bor any injurious arug. rnoe,
1

,

...

Cant. Allen, formerly superintendent

Tetter,

Salt-Rheu- m

and Eczema.

ot tbe government Indian sobool at
Paris. California, will beoouft the eu
pcrintendent of tbo local Indian school
ot Albuquerque, vice S. M. McCowan,
who bas been transferred to the Phoen
ix, Arizona, school.
--

The Intense itching and smarting, inci
dent to these discuses, isiiistantly ullivyed
by npplying Chamberlain 'e Eyai and
Bkin Ointment. Many very bad cases
have been permanently cured by it. It
is equally efficient for itching piles and

tVhy Jittve Vouj
Been str)ckeu ?itl) uliaeaso while yopr

chapped, hands, chilblains, frost bites
anu ooronio sore eyes, so via. per uux.

S

r

pelgb-bo- r

a favorite remedy for sore nipples,

Uoth were alike
escaped, or vice-vcrsDr. Cady's rendition, 1VyJts, are
exposed, W in one case the the disease geniis
foimd lodgement In the impure blood ant) eac-ene- lust' wha1i a, horso. op4s when in bad
system, while lu the otlnr, the bipod was eundition. Tonic, blood trarilier and
"
Thev are not food but
the vcfm'tfatra.
kept pure by Hood's Sm'saaiilla,
uoay was m ;i cou(iiii(inoigoou ueitmj,
mediqne and the best in use to put a
Vim 83
aropiiiuly tegutsblf and do horaa In prima CQasIiUoa.
of
1
lj)
fftPW, p;u srlp, jolt vj Ifi'i'pM'

'id

iMm fhi

J.

Mrs. .tandJ.ch hns retiirnfrlfrntri
.ivica ...m.
wills
......,vuLiuoLh.iu r'utthe latest designs in Millinery and Dress-makiand
.
the most comnetent heln- tr
.
-- v nclef
-has
, w-ttuiiv guar
anteed and done on short notice. Call at Miss Carr's.

Rnndv Cathartic, cum constitution forever.
10c, SSc. If C. O. C. t all, druggists refund money.

Harry Landon, formerly with Sells
per
Bros'., circus, gave an open-ai- r
formance at Albuquerque, and raked
in a few dimes.

M

Spring AsXillinerr.

Edarate Tour Bowels With Cascarete.

Put up la 50 cts. and 51.00 sixes,
and sold by aU druggists.

:

,"?ne

John W. Harrison, of St.Lonis, Mo., Land
and who has extensive interests in
White Oaks property, has gone to
Europe for the summer.

FRUIT-GROWIN-

.,

two-stor-

.

r'ii

it

--

II

Native Cattle, Improved
Cattle, Cuttle Ranges, Horses and Sheep, Real Estate 2tc.

LandGfanls, Improved Ranches,

Oarsaparilla

'

'

Csfloral Broker.

set before them.
"I suffered for years
with Dyspepsia, and sverything 1 ate disagreed with me. I wis Induced to try
bitnmons Liver Regulator and was cured.
I now eat everything.". M. Bright, Madison Parish, La. ,

H3d!s

r

to-da- y.

afiu'tuikikia

fioo Reward f 100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that tbere is at least one dreaded
Established 1631.
disease that solence bas been able to cure A. A. WIS!!, Notary TabUo.
f. c. HOCJMT
in all Its stitges, and that It Catarrh,
tbe
is
Cure
Hall's Catarrb
only positive
cure known to the medloal fraternity,
Catarrb being a constitutional disaese, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrb Cure is taken internally, acting
upon the blood and mucous surdirectly
faces of the system, thereby destroying tbe
foundation ot the dlrease, and giving tbe
Sixth and Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N. Ml
potient strength by building up the conand Unimproved Lands and City Property for sale. Investments made aac
stitution end assisting nature In doing its Improved
attended to for
Titles examined Bents oolleoted and 'axes paid.
work. Tbe proprietors have so much faltb
in its curative powers, that they oUr One
1
Tlin One Tma Blood Purifier.
ur holtli. Hundred Dollars for any case that it falls
Treiuired duly by V. 1. Hood b Co., Ixiwell, Mass. to cure, bend for list of testimonials.
Addrtss, F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, A
ai the only pill to tsks Ohio.
i
IjTdold by Druggists, TSj.
Located near FARMIKTGTON, San Juan County, New MexMotion for a new trial io the dog
ico, in the
Col. W. II. Weed was taken sudden
section
daniaze case of Mrs. Stella tdelz ts
ly and seriously 111 at White Oaks, but
two
houses, one of them contalnl-- s thr rooms:
:ff0,.'?,il'.,f.:
h"Bnr,
Ernest A. tiruoefeld, was overruled in
soon rallied from what appeared
tour,
good cellars; nu oreii'ird or all kinds ot
,
pea-swinter
Collier.
ai
crab
chxrrles, .
pies,
stroke of apoplexy. He is oat again Albuqueique by Judge
apple,ofplums,
apricots, peaches. gooseberrlee.
currants lasplie-rlewat-- r
alfalfa. te. I'leutj
Irrigation, rbt T ard is set
nut to all
Dr. Line attended the patient.
and It Is Indeed an l ie luroe
shiubbery
lu
niiLlculir
r
7U0
13
now
ona-ha-ll
Tue property will be told for
and
Utinorv is a little treacherous
tb h.in nn'.iT.V.
Address lHa OfTiofor particulars.
then, and causes one to forget some things
Everybody Satys So.
unless one has an ex.
Cnscareta Cand v Cathartic, the most wcn worth remembering,
like tbat whlob came to Mr. U. E.
derf ul medical discovery of the age, pleas oerieuce
East, Moffat's Creek, Ve., who says ''I had
ant and refreshing ta the taste, act gently beeo
for years with a torpid liver
and positively on kidneys, liver and bowels, and f suffering
oo iid no relief until I took Simmons
rlnnnslnir tlio entire avatem. dlanel colds,
market! hers all SDano, for choice meat at a moderite suBS
JP. BOTn-entirely re
euro lioadaolie, fever, habitual
netipatlon Liver Keeulatnr when I I waa
never intend be
we gtt bare; to sell ths best, is ROTH'S
nel'able
and biliousness. Pleaaa buy and try a box lieved of my troubles. Liver
quality
IdeA.
Hegolator."
10, 85. RO ceota. Bold and ing without Blmmons
of O. O. C.
all cut with skill aad earo, his pries U always
Of
rjolnts,
all
cure
to
just and falR
drugglsta.
guaranteed
Thus.tf Beef.Pork.Mutron, yeu should seek, 'tis here, freshall through the weeK
The Woman's aid society ' of tbe
K. A. Stewart returned to Cerrlllos Fresbyterinn cburcb at Santa Fe, con
His sausages, too, all patrons deew, in richness, ars always supremB
from Washington, D. C, whither he template giving a "Linen Soolal" at an
Bteplnl You'll find the stock complete, and prompt attention you will meeX
went for the porpose of proourln(r a early day for the benefit 01 the church.
treatment
on
for
tbe
a.
process
patent
of refractory ores. .
Free Pills.
Send your address to II. E. Bucklon
How's This I
We offer One Hundred Dollars' Reward & Co., Chicago and get a free sample
for anv cae of Catarrh that cannot be bos of Dr. King's rew Life Fills. A
cured by Hell's Catarrh Cure.
trial will conviooo you of their merits.
jr. J. vnicsiax oc
rrop..,
These pills are easy in their aotion and
Toledo. O.
v .'
We, the underelghrd. have known F. J. are particularly effective in tbe cure of
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe Constipation ana sick Headache, for
htm Derfectlv honorable io all buslni
Malaria aod Liver troubles tbey have
transactions and financially able to carry been
Tbey are
proved invaluable.
out any obligations made by tueir nrm.
Wxst fc Tbaui, Wholesale Druggists, guaranteed to be perfectly free from
Toledo. U.
every deleterious substance and to be
Waldixo. KisirA & Mabvix, Wholesale purely vegetable. They do not weak.
U.
Toledo,
Hruggisu,
Hell's Catarrh Core is taken internally. en by their aotion, but by giving tone
acting directly upon the blood and mucous to stomach and bowels greatly in.
surfaces of the syetm. Price, 75o. per
vigorate tbe svstem. Regular size- - 26
bottle. Bold by all Druggists. Testimo- cents
N.
per bos. Sold by Murphey-VaM. JACOBS
nials free.
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best-know-

1'!:Mb ftiH s (Croat ftidtj V cf li,s suLittOn-li- e
bins In this wol'ld, (?iiilfir lu fatiiftber
than those Who ars blessed with g"tod
To some petipls ths areatsst misfortune Is not to be able to eat everything

M

Wlf

l

Cooked and Served In

in

the Highest Order
Board by week, $6,

Meala, 25o.
Arltia

will convince you of tbe merits
TTOf MOTIWT. WWHTATTRANT.

a jiimiiiiMiriiii if
EIJY'S CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
Apply Into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. SO
eents at Dnitrglste or by mail ; Dumpies 10c by mall.
KLT BltOTUKKS, as WBrrun 8u, New vw nity.

TRY
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r. K. MARTIN.
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M. D. HOWARD

Howard,

Contractors & Mttm.
Plans and specifications furnished
freo to patrons. Shop next door to
Houirbton's Hardware Store.

-
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SUGGESTIONS
FOR
KITCHEN.

STOMACH.

CAPT. DAVIS VISITED THE
TEBIOR OF FIVE.

A

MODEL

IS

A

DEEP MYSTERY.

IN- -

Halt lay, apparently dead. Medical aid
was at once summoned, and an examliintlon of Colerlck's body showed that
his cuse was hopeless. Mluu Hall, how
ever, still lived.
On the stand in the sitting-roowas
e
a
bottle partly filled with
carbolic acid. Colerlck's mouth, lips
and tongue were badly swollen and dis
colored, Their appearance was similar
tq that produced by the corrosive action of some oscharotio poison. The
body lay on the right Bide and from
the right corner of the mouth across the
cheek extended what seemed a seared
streak, caused by the discharge of poisoned saliva from the mouth. Miss
Hall's mouth end tongue were in the
same state. Both the victims of the
tragedy had suffered .. vomiting. All
the windows and doors In the sitting-roowere closed tightly and In the
was a stove burning natsitting-rooural gas, the flame turned high.,
An autopsy was held on the body Of
Colerick and the doctors present failed
to find any traces of carbolic acid. Portions of the body with part of the contents of the stomach were then given
to Pi". Drayer, the city chemist, to test
for poison of all sorts.
These, In brief, were the facts, attending the discovery of the tragedy.
From the first a number of theories as
to the cause of death were to be
found. The earliest, Induced by the appearance of Mlsg Hall and of Colerlck's body, was poison. Following It
came that of asphyxiation by gas from
the stove. Murder was at first sus- -

(Copyrighted, 1897, by The
THAT WHICH IS STILL AGITAT-- 1
Building Plan Association.)
"... INO FORT WAYNE.
Very little attention Is given to the
'
1
furnishing of the kitchen, even In the T5
How Ills Call Differed from Jonah's
Young Woman Hlleiit as to the
most
If a new
households.
All of, the Huge AnliuuU Were Deed house particular
Motive They Were soon to. Have filIs being built the careful house-tered Matrimony Bhe 1
Keloaeed
Light ou Their Habit Is Told wife may charge the architect with
from Custody.
by a Vl'jtlm.
certain conveniences for the room, but
OUT Wayne, Ind.,
generally the matter Is left wholly to
APT. S. A. SWIN-herto- his directions; unless he Is a tyro be
has recently seen
the beginning of
having Bail-e- d is not apt to disappoint expectations,
the end of a drama
the sea for many Modern Improvements In plumbing
In
Nsf vears. In now keon- - and in ranges provide the most con'
of the heart
which are mixed
It
er of Llphtship No. venlent of permanent fixtures..
In equal parts tragoff
23,
Noank, scarcely necessary to warn one agnlnflt
Conn.
edy and mystery,
During his the old style of shut in plumbing, that
and which forms
sea life Capt. Swln left Innumerable crevices and crannies
the basis of one of
& ML A
nerton was i to give lodgment to dirt and vermin.
the most extraordiwhaler, says the The very best results are obtained
of
recent
nary
New York Herald from the use of Iron pipe Instead of
comwas
news
tales.
final
The
1b
chapter
much
UBed
knows
and
if
he
there
this be
lead,
Naturally
othor. whalers, and when he rad Dr. less chance of "sweating," and the menced when Will E. Colerlck was
Lyman Abbott's sermon on Jonah and consequent rotting of the adjacent found dead In the parlor of the home
the . whale he bethought - himself of Wood, particularly if the pipes be paint- of bis promised bride, separated by
from the room
Oapt. .James R. Davis of Noank, a re- - ed. The woodwork of the kitchen Is ),css than a dozen feet Miss
Mae Hall,
tired" whaling coptaln, 75 years old, fully as Important as that of any of where the girl herself,
lay at the point of death. By their
who has been "five times a Jonaih,' the rest of the house. Pine Is gen
which le Capt. Davis' own way of say' erally chosen, and Is as good as any .own hands, by accident, or how? No
man knows.
Ing that he has lived In the bellies of other wood; It should be oiled and
The greater part of the love story
five different whales.
Unfortunately given several coats of bard varnish, which preceded the tragedy, the im- for
strictest possible application of or else painted In yellow or huff.
Mediate events which led up to it, the
Capt. Davis' experiences to the scrip
Particular attention should be given reasons and the direct cause of the
turaj' story, but'no doubt fortunately to the use of thoroughly seasoned young man's death are all unknown.
for Capt. Davis himself, his whales
There are factors yet to enter Into the
were dead. But he was. In fehem of
Mae Hall has been rescued
problem.
that there is no doubt and he has
from what seemed certain death and
lived to smoke a pipe and tell about
may Some day make a statement which
It, and Capt Swinnerton tells the story
will shed light on the story; but from
of his friend's experience thus:
the present standing of the matter It
seems more than likely that much of
"I dined yesterday with a man, now
75 years of age, who has been in the
the mystery which shrouds the case
will never be lifted and that no man
bellied of five different whales.
He Is
will ever know with any degree of cerCapt. :James R. Davis of Noank, Conn.,
una mis was none when he was a
tainty what It was that occurred between the evening of Thursday, March
young man of 23 years of age. He was
11, and the morning of the Saturday
one of the crew of the whaling ship
following in the rooms occupied by Mae
Tiger, Capt. William Brewster, of
Hall and her mother.
Stoftington, Conn.; which left that
The actors In the sad drama car
plac in 1845, sailing direct around the
ried out there were both of high standHorn to the whaling grounds of the
ing In the community. It was no vifl-gPacific. Afterward the ship sailed to
tragedy, set in a background of
Magdalena bay, off the Lower CaliTBBsesxaxra txbt.
sordid details. Mae Hall is the daughfornia coast.
The grayback whales
for the dampness and stain are ter of Mrs. Elsie Hall, who for a numuse it as a breeding ground and are wood,
at best, and joints should be ber of years was a teacher In the Fort
trying,
foudd here In great numbers.
The open as little as
Her father,
possible, All closets Wayne public schools.
cowwhales float up on the sandy, shore and
should be built from the William Hall, died some time ago. Miss
or the still waters and when the tides floor cupboards
to the celling without the slight- 'Hall Is a bright and attractive girl,
fallvthe young whales are born on the est opening above or below. The doors
socially popular, and prominent in rebeach. The calf when born has Its should cover
MAE HALL.
Just as much of the front ligious work among the young people
flukes bent up like a hook, and it is as
room only for a pi the Congregational church.
possible,
leaving
several days before this hook straightnarrow jamb and a shallow sill in
Will E. Colerick held an even high pected, hut the fact that all doors were
ens i out enough for it to use, it to order that
when they are opened the er though no more honorable place. locked with the keys on the inside
swim.
The mother whale will sport entire exterior should be exposed to 'Jle was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hen- makes It most unlikely. Suicide or asabout the bays until her baby gets the view. Earthenware tubs are
are the two now receiving
cheapen ry Colerick. For fifty years the Cole- phyxiation
croo'k out of Its tail and then teaches It
In the long run than wooden ones, al
has been prominent in the most attention by the authorities.
rlck
family
"
to swim.
The cow whale when' about
with them that
cost is considerably
Fort Wayne, and the name has been And it is in connection
to calve is very fat and valuable and though their Initial
the circumstances which bid fair to
be
ones
must
if
wooden
in
But
with
associated
the
honors
highest
a
yields about forty barrels of oil from greater.
sure they are put in most law and politics. The young man rep- leave the case mystery have sprung
the blubher and seven barrels from the used, be
up.
conto
resented the third generation
take
of
Charles McCulloch and Supt. of Poinside heart fat and that about the carefully, as under the best
tip the law as a calling, and be bid fair lice Homer Av Gorsline visited the
liver and entrails. The mother whales tractors they give more trouble than
lo follow jn the footsteps of his fath: '
rooms where Colerlck's death had tak
never desert their young and thus be- any other kitchen Ailment.
The drain pipe and traps below er, who has achieved a name as one en place and instituted an examinacome easy captures. After being killin
best
5f
the
criminal
the
lawyers
so that one may
tion of the stove and its connections.
ed they are towed alongside the ship. should clear the floor
years Their
The coping west. He was only twenty-fou- r
A cutting-l- n
purpose, was to 'learn whether
ohain la fastened to the easily clean around them.
some
had
made
he
bid, hut
already
side fin, a tackle from It to the main-yar- d should go close to the wall and rising name for himself and given proof of there was likelihood of a sufficient
hauled tight and one strip of from it should be a high splash board, in inherited capacity for his chosen amount of gas escaping to cause death.
What they found was In the opinion of
blubber cut into. This is called a while a quarter round beading should tailing.
Supt Gorsline most significant. They
blanket piece. Then the ribs are cut cover the Joint between the two. The
of
was
both
The
future
young
people
and
at the backbone and the blanket piece hot water boiler should not be Jammed bright with promise. They were to be examined the stove, stove-pipand the ribs are hauled up from the tightly Into the corner, but Should married In April or even earlier.' In- chimney flue. The pipe, according to
carcass, leaving a hole in the upper stand a few inches from the wall. This deed, there had been some talk of the the superintendent's account, had been
permit it to be cleaned on all sides, i
through the wall until the end
part of the body just back of the head. will
taking place within a few pushed
was set against the bricks of the outer
A man enters this hole and cuts all an important consideration if the boil
on
account
of
the approaching
days
of some seven inches
the fatty substance from about the er be of copper. Above all things da marriage of Miss Hall's mother.
The wall, a distance
in
not
the
kitchen
stint
money
laying
was a matter of public from the plaster inside.
head, which is shaped like a chicken's
engagement
"If the people living In the room,"
but from two feet to thirty floor; this must be constantly scrubbed knowledge. There were no objections Bald
gizzard,
Supt Gorsline, "bad been burning
Inches In diameter. Capt. Davis told and if the wood checks and splinters 'jn the part of the parents on either
coal or wood they would have been
me he was in a different whale each the task is heart breaking. Only the jide. The match was everywhere resmoked out. As it was th y were not
day for live days, being inside each highest grades of Georgia pine should garded as most suitable. The young aware of the trouble. CV top of the
mammal about an hour doing this be used, in narrow strips, and it should people had known each other nearly end
of the pipe there had fallen a great
all their lives. They had played to- amount
work, and that it is a common custom have frequent dressing. It is no econ
burner out from beof
for a whaler to be for a time a Jonah omy to lay a cheap floor with the Idea gether as children; as they grew up to tween the plaster,
bricks by the heat of the
oil
a
of
childwomanhood
of
and
the
upon
manhood
covering
In the whale's stomach. Capt. Davis
depending
combined
with some
ish friendship had ripened Into love. gas, and this,
has been a Jonah on five different oc- cloth or other similar material.
bad formed
rainwater,
liquid,
probably
to
find
would
be
a
romance
in
bard
A very common mistake is made
It
casions. Now, if a young man of 23
of cement which plastered up
sort
a
more
carlikely to be
years can live In a whale's stomach, putting in a sink that is too small which seemed
the flue above the pipe and made it aleven though the whale be dead, why and In providing np place for the ried to a happy ending. It Is this fact most Impossible for the fumes to esto
case
first
of
lent
the
the
which
the
too
Is
a
never
sink
of
dishes,
could not the Jonah of the Bible live draining
cape. It is a peculiarity of the natural
three days and as many nights In that large, even for the smallest family, and unusual features which make it a mys gas that, while any one' entering a
It it is well to put tery.
famed Whale of scripture?
room filled with it is at once aware
Capt. if space will permit
Suicide, If suicide It was, should, it of Its
Davis' five wihales had not been dead in one that is a couple of sizes largei
presence, it, is possible for one
than needed; at both ends should be
who has remained In the room while
very long when he was In them."
wide draining shelves, an admirable
the gas was slowly vitiating the atfeature, if one can afford It Is a panel
mosphere to be overcome without beDinner That Coat Money.
This
of tiling adjoining the sink.
ing conscious that noxious fumes had
Lucius Lucullus, the Roman general, should he capped with a strip of wood
taken the place of the good air."
once gave a dinner at which wine was containing hooks, from which may be
Taken all together the volume of
served costing $20 an ounce. The hung basting spoons, collander, measproof upon one side seems to many
young pigs eaten were roasted over a ures, etc. As to furnishing proper,
unprejudiced persons as strong as that
on the other. What effect Miss Hall's
Ore burning nuts and raisins. Among this is. a very simple matter, although
statement will have upon it remains
the select dishes were peacock's many people seem to think that it is
to be seen. Her statement throws abtongues, live fish from distant seas, sufficient to tramp into the kitchen
solutely no light on the terrible afoysters from Britain and fruits from the dilapidated and broken down furni- fair and does not explain why it was
Arabia.
The cost of the feast was
she and her lover were but partially
about $100,000. Caligula also gave a
clad. She said she came into the
dinner which Is said to have cost $500,-00on the Thursday night, sat down
house
Roman
the
Vitellius,
emperor,
to read, became faint and remembered
c- gave a dinner costing $200,000. - AnJ
.Kitcheh -nothing more. If Colerick was there
other dinner by Aulus Verus, a Roman
she does not know it. People in Fort
noble, cost $250,000 and Elagabalus
Wayne believe the girl has not told
one at which a single dish cost $200,-00the whole story and It certainly does
When George Nevil was installed
look that way. Still It Is possible she
WILL
of
COLERICK.
in
he
1470,
York,
archbishop
gave
told it all. In either event, the
has
a feast that cost $150,000.
been
the thought furthest
seems, have
The guests
remains a mystery, deeper than'
during the day and night of the festi- ture from other parts of the house. from their minds. But either the hand affair
val consumed SO oxen, 300 hogs, 10,000 When this is done it is unreasonable of chance interfered to bring about an ever.
sheep, 2.00Q chickens, 4,000 ducks, 4,000 to expect that the servants will take accidental death or in the undercurThe Depth of Meanness.
bucks, does and roebucks, 200 tons of any pride In the room or make the rent of their lives there was some
o
sons and daughters of
The
It
Was
Or
'104
remorse?
did
There
is
wine
.
tons
tragedy.
of
and
most
other
its
of
ale,
possibilities.
things
who died recently in a town in
father
a
some
lives
hold
other
their
secret,
as
In proportion. Pittsburg Dispatch.
excuse
for this course,
the
yet
really no
county, Vt, had a quarrel
cost of excellent new kitchen furni- unknown, which brought about the Bennington
as to who should pay the funeral exend?
ture is merely nominal. There should tragic
On the morning of Saturday, March penses, as the parent had died in povThrifty to the Last.
be two plain deal tables, a large one
At last one of the sons reluctAn old Lancashire miller, noted for and a small one, the latter just about 13, the first evidences of what had oc- erty. assumed the charge and saved
Mrs.
were
found.
antly
curred
Hall
had
left
matters
In
was
stove.
This
his keenness
finapclal,
the height of the range or
on Thursday for St. Paul, the town the expense, but not before
once In a boat trying his best to get will be found extremely convenient in Fort Wayne she
waB to be married all of the three had offered a spectacle
where
Minn.,
across the stream which drove the mill. cooking If drawn close to the range,
of Walla Walla, Wash. of heartlessness tha was barbarous.
to
Russell.
King
The stream was flooded, and he was to hold utensils. The chairs should It had been
arranged that her daughtaken past the point at which he be of the kind that have solid wooden ter was to spend
the time of her abHere lb the Happy Land.
misWanted to land; while, farther on,
seats, but there should also be at sence with friends In Fort Wayne.
W. Va., and
Morgantown,
fortune Btill further overtook him, to least one comfortable rocking chair, From Thursday evening, when both must be set down as a "happyvicinity
land."
the extent that the boat got upset. His anything that is In the nature of an Mae Hall and Will Colerick were seen The receipt of a large sum to be deno
was
he
has
the
ornament
that
and
utilitarian
in,
danger
wife, realizing
by friends, until Saturday nothing had voted to the needs of any destitute
ran frantically along the side of the use Is wholly out of place and should been heard of the young people, and family of the town led to a diligent In- -,
stream, crying for help in a pitiful be banished from the kitchen. The their absence caused considerable anx- vestigation by a charitable institution
voice; when, to her sheer amusement, design presented has a kitchen arrangiety. The discovery of their fate was with the result of establishing the fact
she' was suddenly brought to a stand- ed in accord with the suggestion conmade by Ralph Lane, a cousin of the that there was not In the town or ad
still by her husband yelling out: "If tained In article;
young woman.
jacent country a family so poor that
A description of cut: X, movable taThe doors of the rooms were locked, It needed the money, .
I'm drowned, Polly, dunnot forget that
ble; B, boiler; C, closet; E, low table; and the window shades down. Repeatflour's gone up 2 shillln' a sack!"
h
F, counter shelf; H, chairs; M, dress- ed knocks brought no answer. Young
Id a recently patented
er; N, towel rack; P, pantry; R, range; Lane, with the assistance of the occu- er, to be used in case of runaways, the
S, sink; T, hinged table; V, veranda. pants of another part of the house,
shafts are attached to the wagon by
Blnte to Young Authors.
,
succeeded in opening the door. Lying two
which are drawn by a foot
one
an
for
author
way
jThere is but
on
a
In
divan
of
front
them lever pins
directly
in the bottom of the wagon-boWhen Contradiction Is Safety.
to get his wares before the editors, and
was
of
Will Colerick. Neighthe body
"Dah's only one time," said Uncle
that Is to Bend his manuscript to the
safe ter conterdict a bors were summoned, and a further
It's
"when
To prevent lamp chimneys from fall
Eben,
which
he
it
to
be
believes
to
perodical
search carried on. The rooms were
man, an' dat's when he puts on a in considerable disorder.
ing off a new burner has double clamps
best suited. It he deals with the prinIn
this
part
look an' stahts In ter teil was
due to the recent packing of to extend up Inside and outside of the
cipal publications he can always feel melancholy old he's
gettln' . ter" De."
certain of courteous treatment and 'bout how
before Mrs. Hall's departure, In chimney and grasp the flange, In place
trunks
g
fingers now in use.
honest dealings. Prices vary and de- Washington Star.
to
the death struggles of Coler- of the
part
lck. In the parlor, where Colerlck's
pend entirely on the value of the maOne of the latest devices for a biRather Ml ted.
terial to the periodical. Editors are
body was found, a small table bore inA local preacher of the west of Engdications that the young couple had cycle is a "leader," to bo attached to
always glad to examine manuscripts
sent to them, and, all talk to the con- land recently offered up the singular spent some part of the time in playins the front forks and bottom bar of the
behind it frame to giiido the front whel straight
trary notwithstanding, are anxious to prayer "that the spark of grace might cards. In the sitting-roodiscover unknown, talent. Ladies' be watered with the dew of blessUf nothing, was found. In the bedroom vhfn the rider is compelled to wn'.'i
- from on high." Saturday Review.
Mae ar.d Iad. his wheel.
Mm Journal.
opening off from the sitting-room
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THE FASTEST STENOGRAPHER.
Ills Keniarkable Speed of Four Hundred
Words a Minute.
Writing shorthand oarae naturally to
Iuuao S. Dement, the man who broke
his own record of 31)7 words a minute
the other day at Quincy by dashing off
402 words in the same length of time,'
anil thus demonstrating anew his right
to the title of the world's championship. His brother, Merrett H, Dement,
Who taught him his first lesson in the
art, waB one of the bent stenographers
(n .the country in his day. Another
brother, James E. Dement, Is one of
the leading membors of the profession
In Chicago.
It will be soen that the
Dement family Is well represented In
the great army of stenographers. Mr.
Dement looks upon stenography as an
art and a Bclence, as well as a profes
sion. He has been making hooks aid
Via r a ta Vtiv on1 Vina var
nl
f.iiimn
ua
CB n vin.. 3 jio wo
VUl
uvj uuu uo jvn
to find the individual who can dictate
faster than he can write. All public
speakers are alike to him In that he
has never met one who' as much as
bothered him. The ones who have tested his powers of speed most fully were
Dr. Phillips Brooks, the noted preacher, and the Rev. H, V, Reed, who used
to preach several years ago In this city
to a congregation of
The latter talked to Mr. Dement once
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ISAAC S. DEMENT.

at the rate of 250 words a minute for
half an hour, and this Mr. Dement regards as the hardest proposition he ever encountered. For the past four
years he has been out of the field as
an active reporter, devoting his time
and abilities to the business of pub
on shorthand.
lishing his text-booIn his spare moments Mr. Dement gives
his literary genius a chance and writes
novels. In addition to this he finds
time to exercise his inventive powers
and has patented several useful mechanical devices. Chicago

Professor Waller recently lectured
before the London Uoyal Institute on
and Stimulants." He Is re
ported us follows: "A little tobacco
or
a little alcohol were' shown
iinokp
to stimulate the nerves slightly;
a
rlows
strong
esiwclully of the latter. Immediately ceased from exciting the
nerve; and began to Btupefy it. One
lias seen something like this result in
lie huimin subject. The strangest
however, that Is yielded by
iIipkp experiments Is thnt plain water
lias the worst effect of all upon the
nerves." I'ntll this fact is explained it
s not likely that teetotalers will be
tempted to draw a moral from the professor's ' other deductions. London
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SLICKER

The Best

Saddle

Coat

Keeps both rider and saddle perIn the hardest storms.
fectly dry
s
Subse-utewllldlsuppolnt. Ask for
rdg? Fish Brand Hon.mel Slicker- -It
Is entirely new. If not for sale In
your town, write for catalogue to
IV J. TOWFt?, Boston. Mas-j- r
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The invention of Alabastine marked
a new era In wall coatings, and from
the standpoint of the building owner
was a most important discovery.
It
has from a small beginning branched
out into every country of the civilized
world. The name "kalsomine" has become bo offensive to property owners
that' manufacturers of cheap kalsomine preparations - are now calling
of Hires Rootbeer
them by some other name, and aton a sweltering hot
day is highly essentempting to sell on the Alabastine, comtial to comfort and
pany's reputation.
health. It cools the
Through extensive advertising and
blood, reduces your
personal use; the merits of the durable
A GIANT WASHINGTON
Alabastine are-;sFIR.
thoroughly known
temperature, tones-ththat the people Insist on getting these
stomach.
Grew In the State from Which It Takes goods and will take no chance of spoil
Its Name.
ing their walls for a possible saving of
Thus It
A tree that rivals In height and age at the most but a few cents.
Is again demonstrated that merit wins,
the monarchs of the redwood forests and
that manufacturers of first-claIn California has just been cut into secarticles will be supported by the
tions in the state of Washington. An people
should be in every
.'..! . . .
idea of Its size may be gained from the
home, in every
on
biiM
to
wenr
"Jullii,
weren't
yon
fact that if sawed into inch strips, the any more 'dead
going
office, in every workon vonr hats.''
birds
"I
lumber made from the tree would fill know; but ihl reduliu died a natural
shop. A temperance
ten of the largest size freight cars, death."
drink, more healthful than ice water,
and the strips of wood, if placed end to
To Cnre Constipation rorevei. ...
more delightful and
end would reach from the town where
Take Cascarets Candy Cathartic. 10c or o.
C.
satisfying than any
If C. C. fall to cure, druggists refund money.
the tree noW
Whatcomb.Wash.;
other beverage proacross the waters of the Pacific . In Vienna tli servant girl is not permitduced.
ted to climb out ou the window sill to Henri
'
'
MaAe onlv br (hf Chsrlea R.
ocean to the land of LI
' Blrei
window without a safety-bel- t
and rope at- :
C.. PMittMphU. A pack- The total height of the tree as it tached to it.
.
Sold
.
makes
,
gtlUJUB.
V
JrZ..,r
crywbere.
y
',
stood before being felled was 465 feet. ANTI-COLD
CUKES
A
COT.n
To the point where the first limb In the head In one(Powder!
All Druggists refund
branched out was 220 feet. At the base the uiouey If It failsday.
to cure. 25 eta. 8UHK
the circumference was found to be 33 CL'IIE rOH CATAUKIT AND HAY FEVER. PATENTS, TRADE MARKS
feet and 11 inches. There was not
"What did he die of?"
"In. Examination and Advice as to
Patentability of Indeed! How long had he "Hiccoughs."
hnd theinV" "Oh, vention. Sonrt for "Inventors' Guide,
or How toGetsV
throughout the tree the slightest Infor sixty years, off and on!"
FaKnt." O'iAKliELL A 80S, WabUutftoa. CO.
.
dication of unsoundness. In all the forests of Washington there is not a tree
young or old which would make finer
lumber than this. The ring test, when
&
A
u.
Toonlio
tt..
to the Washington
applied
tree,
showed that it was at least 484 years
AND
&
4i it and DromDtlv feel the nir That's
since the day when it became a sapling
In the heart of the Cascade mountains.
all, but that is something sure.
?
The tree was as straight as an arrow
from its base to the first limb,220 feet,,
the trunk maintained an equally stern
position to the topmost point. Had the
limbs been shorn away, then the bare
trunk would have towered from ground
to tip 465 feet without the slightest
IT WON T RUB OFF.
bend or crook. The tree was not, as
Wall Paper is Insanitary. KAI NOJIIM! TS
might be supposed, of that variety
fa
which in the United States gains bo
ADM
artist to
i
tremendous a height the redwood. It
1
I
was of the species known as the WashFor Sale by Print Dealers Everywhere.
m tm BoCTOa
One
ington fir, taking its name from that
paper is oaa enongn, you harl TDtr A Tint CiTi showing- IS desirable tints, also Alahaatin.
4 three hare. Babr may recorer MILL Souvenir Rook Rerttfree to any onementionine-thistate.'
paper
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airs. Helen Hamilton Gardener.
Mrs. Helen Hamilton Gardener, who
made a notable address at the "mothers' convention" held lately In Washington, has many titles to distinction.
Her record of successful achievement
extends over the fields of literature,
science, journalism, and politico-sociaffairs. Her. first introduction to the.
public was through a series of 'lectures
entitled respectively: ''Men, Women
and Gods," "Vicarious Atonement" and
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Breakfast Cocoa.

Because it is absolutely pure. .;,
Because it is not made by the
Dutch Process in
'" which chemicals are used. '
Because beans of the finest quality are used.
Because it is made by a method which preserves
unimpaired
the exquisite natural flavor and odor of the beans.
Because it is the most economical, costing less than one cent
; "
a cup.- '.
Be sure that you get the genuine article made by WALTER
BAKER & CO, Ltd., Dorchester, Mass. Established 1780.
-

"Historical Facts and Theological Fictions." In 1890 appeared-hefirst
volume of short stories, bearing the
title, "A Thoughtless Yes," which ,waa
soon followed by a second and similar
Hands."
book, "Pushed by Unseen
Within the last few years the public
has welcomed, in quick succession,,
others of her novels. " She was born'
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1897

Nickel Steel Tubing, Standard of the
Models,
World, have no equal, $tOOm

1896 COLUMBIAS
Models 40,41 and 44, known everywhere and have
no superior except the 1897 Columbias,
h
Model 42,
wheels,
26-inc-

'orfford n;

x.

single-Bprln-

'

;
u
v:
, A, woman's body Is the repository of the'
most delicate mechanism iu the whole:
realm of creation," and yet most women'
wil) let it get out of order and keep out of
oritur, Justus if it were of no consoijuence.
Their baulcs ache and heads throb and
burn; they have wandering pains, now hore and
now therej They experience extreme lassitude,,
f wiling,,
and
that don't-car- e
excitability, irritability, .nervousness, sleeplessness and the blues, yet ihey will go about their-woruntil they can scarcely stand on their poor
swollen feet, and dq nothing to help themselves.
of serious womb, complications, and unless
These are the positive
given immediate attention will result in untold misery, if not death. '
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound will, beyond the question of adoubt, relieve all this trouble before it becomes serious, and it has cured
many after their troubles had become chronic.
The Compound. Bhould.be taken immediately upon the appearance of any of
these symptoms-abovenumerated. It is a vegetable tonic which Invigorates.
and stimulates the entire fumade organism, and will produce the same bene-- j
ficial results In the case of any sick woman as it did with Mas. Chas. Kino, 1815.
Rosewood St., Philadelphia, Pa., whoseletter we attach:
'? I write these few Jines, thanking yon for restoring my health.
For twelve
years I suffered with pains impossible to describe. I had bearing-dowfeelings,.
backache, burning sensation 'in my stomach, chills, headache', and always bad
was
I
to
before
afraid
black species
my eyes.
stay alone, for I sometimes had
four and five fainting
spells a day. I had several doctors and tried many pat- '
ent medicines. Two years ago I was so bad that I had 'to go to bed and have a
trained nurse, Through her, I commenced to take Lydia E. I'inkham's
Vegetable Compound, and I never had anything give me the relief that it has.
1 have taken eight bottles, and am now enjoying the best of health again. I.
.
can trutniuuy say it naa cured me.- ...
j
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Water Affects Nerves Badly.,
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A WOMAN'S BODY..

MRS. HELEN H. GARDENER.
below the Mason and Dixon line, and
retains some southern traits Of mind
and personality; but there is nothing
narrow or sectional about her ideas,
d
faiths and doctrines. She Is
and charming, In a frankly
'emlnine way.
gentle-mannere-
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$75
$G5
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Patterns 7 and 8 reduced from $75 to $60
10
Patterns 9
$60 $55
'"
Equal to any bicycles made except Columbias.
We ask experts to examine them piece1 by piece.

Other Hartfords,. $50, $45, $40.
SOME

SECOND-HAN-

D

BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.

Columbia cntiiinpue free from any Columbia
stamp.
dealer; by mail Irqin ls for one
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THEATRICAL

TOPICS.

WHAT 13 COINQ ON IN THE
SPHERE OF THESPIS,
Advance Notices Bant Out ly Soma
Mauagers Thm Women In "My Friend
from India" I.a Kalote Had On Good
Result
tage Wlilspar.

HE reading public
mlHaee large wads
of
fun
because
many newspapers
decline to print the
"type written matter" that is sent to
critics by managThese effuers.
sions are sometimes
absolutely
gorgeous, and It is
hard Hues that the public should lose
them. I am not selfish, and I like to
hare my amusements occasionally.
Two weeks or so ago that capital old
play, "Jim, the Penman," had an engagement at the Orand Opera house.
The engagement was very briefly "noticed." Iu fact, It was dismissed with
the usual three or four lines. Yet-n- ow
that it is a thing of the past I
may as well confess I felt strangely
tempted to cancel all my contracts and
go to "Jim, the Penman." The following advance notice was sent to me. I
quote it in full: "Marie Edith Rice,
who will appear at the Orand opera
house
in the part Agnes Booth
made famous Nina in 'Jim, the Penman' is said to be one of the handsomest women on the stage, as well as
the most talented. Her virtues, both
in mind and body, have never had the
advantage of exploitation In the metropolitan press that some of the better
known and advertised stars have profited by.
Miss Rice is not a star in
the sense the term Is used in the
theatrk'a! firmament, but In the opinion of tho press and public in the lar- -

J$uf

slKhtml observers In front to inform me
the next morning that I might tlntnk
heaven fur having given me the ability

to act."

CLIMBING THE CLIFFS.

bo-gl- ns

AN ADVENTUROUS

"I Falota."
The only good service connected with
the
production of "L Falote,"
at the Casino, was the fact that It introduced a hitherto unknown singer
and enabled a previously obscure actress to achieve some little distinction.
The singer is a young woman with the
evidently adopted name of De Trevllle.
I do not think she had ever ventured
upon the stage prior to the production
At any rate, she was
in question:
excessively awkward and ill at ease.
But when the opportunity came along
for her to show the material of which
her voice la made, she fairly captured
her listeners, who applauded her with

almost frantic delight.

The actress

who shared the night's honors with her
was a little dumpling of a girl, Paula
Edwards by name. She played a peasant maiden of the lout desert ptlon.and
when she didn't
overdo It she was
wholly admirable. As for the piece Itself, It fully deserved the fate which
early overtook it. An adaptation which
contemplates the spoken pronunciation
aa "Faloat," and when the word is sung

necessitates Its distortion to "Faloat-uh,- "
Is not exactly a triumphant example of skillfully made stage literature.
However, the thing is dead, and I suppose there Is no use in making disparaging remarks at the funeral. That
would be ungenerous to the remains.

DEAN OF THE EDITORS

"Where u i cress in tho cliff is reached In uowcaiilng or ascending by tho
ropes, one's body, being lnsuluted,
to rotute like a goose on a
and the sonmitloii of twirlat the end of a
ing round In mld-nrope, with the very real possibility of
a shower of. dislodged Btones from
above, and in the event of an accidentcertain death beneath, la anything but pleasant. Remember, one's
life la literally In the hands of the man
at the crowbar. On one occasion, just
as I was disappearing over the cliff,
this responsible person got joking with
his companion, the signal man, and ha
let the coll of rope slip up to the top
of the crowbar. A moment more and
it would have Bllpped off altogether,
but a horrified yell from me brought
the careless fellow to some sense of
duty, just In time to avoid a catas-

SPORTTHAT

CALLS FOR NERVb.

NEW

roust-Ing-Jac- k;

sessing better opportunities than those
provided for the actresses. But a cast
containing Buch players as LIHa Vane,
Louise Allen, Marlon Abbott and Klta

ON
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Let Down Steep and Inaccessible Crags
liy Hopes The Implements Required
A Woman Walking; llaekward Down a
CUB.

(London

Letter.)

as
other things, there
are degrees; and
in this article I
to deal
propose
only with the very
highest form of
fasclnatl n g
this
hobby. I refer more
to trophe."
partlcula r 1 y
Another Illustration shows the takor,
1
more prop e r y, ing of a raven's nest at Trevent, PemIn search of eggs. brokeshire. This nest was placed in
most
deep hollow, which Is seen a little
the
distinguished adepts
Among
below the climber (Mr. C. D. Head).
In this difficult and perilous art Is
are unappropriately enough one of the The great cliffs at this point one
In
most popular officers in the British usually steep and lofty, this
Wllloughby-Verne- r,
particular projecting sharply from the
of the Rifle Brigade, who Is, main line of cliffs, and having a ragat this moment, a professor of mili- ing sea on either side. To reach the
spot where the rope attendant Is seen
tary science at Sandhurst.
While stationed at Gibraltar, between 1874 and 1880, Colonel Verner
had splendid opportunities for indulging his favorite pastime. "The lowest
as to situation and also the very
first eagle's nest I ever took, was that
of an Imperial eagle a
species. This nest was In a stunted
tree, only 20 feet high, In the middle
of an almost Impenetrable thicket,
which was surrounded by a largo
10 feet
swamp covered with reeds
high." Here the great bird relied for
security on the solitude of the swamp,
and the difficulty of access to the tree.
Certainly, Colonel Verner would never
have reached that nest were It not
for the assistance rendered by a couple
s,
d
of
Spanish
who beat down thi reeds for him with
their poles. The gallant Colonel's
highest nest (as coinpared with the
lowest, mentioned above) was that of
a golden eagle, which took up Its abode
in a dizzy crag, 2800 feet above Jimena,
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in Andalusia,
Asked aa to the details of his
outfit. Colonel Verner said: TAKING RAVEN'S NEST AT TRE
VENT.
"I take with me 180 feet of
saddle-shape- d
narrow
a
ridge
for
of
50
standing,
feet
rope
rope;
Alpine
bad' places; a ball of strong twine of treacherous rock and soil had to be
crossed, and this was barely two feet
with lead weight attached, for comno
municating up or down; a nest of tin wide, so that passing over it wasburwhen
boxes for eggs, carried in a loong pleasant task, especially
dagger, canvas dened with steel crowbars, ropes, and
creel;
belt (specially made for me by a blue- other Impedimenta.

HARLE3 A. DANA
of the Sun is Btill
president of the
United Press, remaining like the
white cap on a
after
mountain
nearly all the other
"now has melted
,

Biinshlne.
Dana is called

Mr.

"the

dean of American journalism," and It
may be truly said that It was he who
lifted journalism to the dignity of a
There are those who atprofession.
tribute to his influence the fact that
the newspaper writers have been enabled to earn salaries more or less commensurate with the intelligence and
Mr.
ability Involved ln their work.
Dana Is now 78 years old, and most of
his long life, has been spent in work
connected with the writing and editHe worked with
ing of newspapers.
Horace Greeley on the Tribune and was
paid $20 a week for work that he afterward avowed was worth four times the
money. It was these early rebuffs that
determined his career. He was not
impressed with the newspaper hack of
the early days and he set to work to
teach newspaper men the real meaning of their calling and to establish a
code of journalistic ethics which will
long survive him. He had the pleasure of repaying Greeley's roughness by
supporting him for the presidency of
the United States. The date of his real
greatness In the newspaper field is that

mm"
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SCHOOLS IN LOQ

HUTS.

With Stockades Hullt to Wage War M
the Indians.
Colorado enjoys the proud distinction
6
of having enrolled ln her schools
94,-68-

pupils; at least those are the figures given ln the biennial report Issued
by Mrs. A. J, Peavey, the superintendent of public instruction of that commonwealth, says the St. Louis Republic. Thirty odd thousand of these pupils do not regularly attend school, and
there may possibly be a reason for
that, Inasmuch aa ln the same report
Mrs. Peavey presents some excellent
pictures of most of the publio schools
of the state. In Colorado probably aa
much as ln any of the western states
It' Is not always handy for young people
to go a great distance to attend to their
Intellectual training, and, owing to certain financial conditions, the schools
cannot be maintained where there axe
only a few taxpayers ucattered over a
considerable area. It must not be understood that Colorado children have
to secure their learning In the open air
and under the blue skies of heaven,
for ln every county of the state there1
is at least one public schoolhouse, but
such buildings as they are might frighten the wits out of the ordinary school-marof the more thickly populated
east. In many portions of the state
money has been lavishly expended for
modern school buildings, but ln some
of the outlying districts the schools ln
which the pioneers bad their children
taught to read and write still hold tho
fort. It is expected that in a few years
all tWs . will have been changed and
that tte peculiar dugouts and stockade
buildings will have been superseded
m
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LOUISE ALLEN.
given her
charming and ' masterful rendition of
the part this season, she is an artiste
of undoubted ability, besides possessing
that Irresistible personal magnetism
and womanly charms that Immediately
provide her an open sesame to the
Tiearts of all." This is feeble and rheumatic English, and it is lovely translucent 'sentiment. "Virtues of mind and
body that have never had the advantage of exploitation In the metropolitan press" are brand new to me, but
they are virtues that mu3t be very
convincing. I am pained to say, however, that they are still lacking that
exploitation, although Marie Edith
Rice was in our midst for one consecutive week. , How difficult It is to secure recognition In New York, even
with a magnificent equipment of qualities. No other actress of this day, or
.any day that Is past, has reveled in
virtues of mind and body. The happy
possessor has gone from us, unnoticed.

.ger cities where she has
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DE TREVJLLE.

There
thing

is there surely must be "somerotten in the state of

Den-marks- ."

'

Allen is certainly not deficient in feminine Interest. These girls are 'not
merely highly talented, but are also
rarely good looking, although one of
them Louise Allen does get herself
up outlandishly as the clumsy German
servant girl who occasions such roars
of laughter in Mr. Du Souchet's farce.
It will require but a glance at the Illustration which reproduced last week
the features of this handsome quartet
to convince the Standard's readers
that the manager who organized this
company possessed in addition to his
knowledge of good acting, mighty fine
taste in the matter of womanly beau-

ty.
One on Sol Smith Russell.

A story on Sol Smith Russell Is intended to show the lack of appreciation
of the English for American humor.
After the performance of "A Bachelor's
Romance," an Englishman of apparent
culture wanted to have a word with the
star. "You are," said he, "Mr. Russell, an actor of real promise. I have
enjoyed your performance so highly
that I venture, in a spirit of admiration,
a suggestion. I trust I am not offending?" "Oh, no; not at all," urged Mr.
Russell. "Go on, my dear sir; I am
only too glad to hear suggestions."
"Well, then,"- - continued the stranger,
"It occurs to me that you would do
well in comedy. Have you ever tried
to do a comic part?"
Popularity of Comic Opera.

Jessie Bartlett Davis says that "of
all the different forms of stage amusement comic opera undoubtedly appeals
to the most cosmopolitan public." Maybe if Mrs. Davis were in some other
line she'd have a different opinion. One
can never tell about these things.
Tnat's the reason we have to take such
big pinches of salt with what actors
and actresses have to say about matters pertaining to' their own profession.

......

Notes ofthe Stage.
"Black-Eye- d
Susan" has been reviv
Goodwin Bays He Works Hard.
"It has always seemed a singular ed with great success at the Adelphi
thing to me," said Nat Goodwin, re- in
De Wolf Hopper is going to London
cently, "that so many of my critical
friends have insisted that such success as soon as his season closes, with the
as I have attained was directly the express purpose, It is understood, of
work of my Creator that it was no arranging for the production of "El
particular credit to me that I made Capitan."
In Mrs. Ryley's play, "The Mysterthem or less Intelligent beings laugh
or cry, but that my personality, or ious Mr. Bugle," which Annie Russell
some other mysterious thing about me, is to play, the actress will Impersonate
for which no effort or labor of mine a fashionable young woman very much
was responsible, did the trick for me. up to date.
A Boston manager who went over to
By the eternal, I wish It had been so. I
would gladly plead guilty to the charge New York to see "Tess" is reported to
if It meant no more rehearsals; no get- have said: "Take my word, It is not a
is a sucting back tired out from the theater to New York success merely, itMrs.
Fiske
take up a new part and study it till cess for all the country.
daylight came; no uneasy Blumbers haa waited, but she has hit It heavy
after that; no awakening to rush over this time."
"to an early rehearsal at the theater;
"Trilby" is now being played with
no absorbing, exhausting combat with great success in Vienna. Svengali
an obstinate character to which one's naps a violin instead of a piano in the
own nature was naturally foreign; no Vienna version, and as tho actor who
bother about the other actors In the plays the part is an excellent violinof the characplay; no managerial cares and trou- ist, the impressiveness
bles and ro performance again at ter is said to be considerably in
night, with perhaps the same eharp- creased.
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The Japanese Alps.
The "Japanese Alps" in altitude are
that of the Swiss
only about
mountains, but the magnificent forests
which clothe their mighty flanks and
the rich and picturesque valleys which
lie at their feet give them an indisurviduality and charm which are not
mountain
other
region
any
passed by
of the world. Owing to the fact that
travel among them is of the roughest
desorlption, these wild fastnesases have
hitherto remained a "charmed circle
within a charmed circle." In variety,
nothing is wanting, from the richness
vegetation to , Alpine
of
snows. The Japanese, as well as thd
their climbing clubs,
Europeans, have
elaborate arand make much,-morrangements for "the" comfort and convenience of their members than the
Swiss or British clubs. They have a
system of huts all along their mountain routes, with porters for carrying
tired climbers or women. It will be
seen from thU that the ascent of most
of the peaks is attended with little
discomfort and almost no danger. Several of the peaks have a peculiar Interest. They are regarded as sacred, and'
tho fnreiern traveler who climbs there
meets .all sorts of pilgrims, and witnesses the most curious of ceremonies. The two most sacred mountains
are the famous Fujiyama, which appears so often in the background of
Japanese pictures, and Ontake.
The Fandects of Justinian.
The pandects of Justinian, the most
complete body of Roman laws ever
collected, were supposed to be lost, but
in 1137, when Amalfl was taken and
plundered by the Plsans, a private soldier found a copy which he sold to an
oifleer for a few pence. The value of
the discovery was soon apparent, and
tho precious volume was taken to Pisa
When
and stored in the city library.
Pisa was stormed by the Florentines,
in 1415, the precious volume was captured and taken to Florence, where It
was placed in the library of the Medvi
''
'.
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manipulation of the camera is comparatively easy; but where It is built
on a projecting stone or small edge,
tremendous difficulties have to be over?
come. In such cases two legs of the
camera must rest on my body, most
conveniently in the belt round my
waist. Having fixed up the apparatus
I proceed to focus the object; this Is
the most difficult task of all, and one
which may last five minutes or an
hour, or even longer still, according to
Then it frequently
circumstances.
happens that when everything Is ready
for the exposure, one of my legs will
slip or my body sway In an aggravating manner, so that the nent will have
to be

''.
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are prompt, efficient and
easy iu eflect. B cent

Regularity of Ocean Mall Service.
The records of the postntnee department
show a remarkable regularity ln the arrlr-al- s
of the truiiHutluntic malls. The steamships are almost as prompt and as regulai
ln their service as the railways, and It li
doubtful whether any railway company
could send Its trains the same distance day
after day and month after month without
losing more time. For eiample, the Lucanle
did not vary more than three hours ln thf
eleven voyages made last year, the longest
time occupied ln the transportation of tin
malls between the poatonlce In London and
the posiolllce In New York being 1U3 boors,
and the shortest 100 hours.
The averags
r
time was lttl hours and II
minutes.
The Fuerst HlHinarck of the Hamburg lint
varied only four hours and ten minutes, the
longest voyage being 174 hours and thirty
minutes, the shortest 1T0 hours and twenty
minutes, and the averuge 173 hours and
thirty-liv-

minutes.

e

The Teutonic varied five hours and thirty-fou- r
minutes In thirteen trips, the longest
being 178 hours and forty minutes, the shortest 173 hours and six minutes, and the averminutes.
Tba
age 175 hours and forty-fiv- e
New York of the American line varied six
hours and one minute in tlfteeii trips, the
longest being 181 hours and seven minutes,
the shortest 175 hours and six minutes, and
the average 177 boura and fifty minutes.
This time also Included the handling of
2.1o;t,047 pounds of mail dispatched from the
United States to Grout brltain, and 875,441
Also a
Fiouuds dispatched to Germany.
of mall coming this way, although the weight dispatched from the other
side Is not given. Tubing Into consideration
the distance, which Is more than 3,000 miles,
and the length of the voyage, which is about
one week, this regularity lg remarkuble.
Chicago Record.
An Appeal for Assistance.
The man who Is charitable to himself will
isten to the mute appeal for assistance made
by his Btonincli. or his liver, in the shape of
livers dyspeptic qualms and uneasy sensations in the regions of the gland that seHostetter's Stomach Bitcretes his bile.
ters, my dear sir, or madam as the case
may be Is what you require. Hasten to usa
if you are troubled with heartburn, wind ln
the stomach, or note that your skin or tho
whites of your eyes are taking a suilow hue.

.

. TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
Druggists refund the money if U fails to cure. 2bo

'

"Gnddles Is a remarkuble man." "In what
"He nses our telephone without
way?"
making lend pencil marks on the wall while
tie is waiting."
I believe Plso's Cure Is the only medicine
that will cure consumption. Anna M. Boss,
Wllllamsport, Pa . Nov. 12, 18U5.
"Bobby cried dreadfully when he got out
In the country."
"What was the matter
"He said the wild flowers
with him?"
as
as
thick
weren't
they were ln the pic-

1880.

Queen-Mothe-

Hood's
Sarsaparilla
sold
alxforfSi
all druggists. Price,

tt it

10th.

and provisions;

Civilization ln Benin has clearly retrograded rather than advanced during
tho last seventy or eighty years.
Among the few travelers who made
their way to Benin In the earlier years
of the century was Mr. John King, a
lieutenant in the Royal Navy, who
visited the place in 1820. The traveler
was received in a singular, though
amicable, manner by the King of Benin. During the interview, one of the
King's arms was "stretched out horizontally and supported by a great officer, and the nail on one finger of each
hand had been suffered to grow to a
great length to indicate that his high
station placed him above the necessity
of labor." The King had at that time
4,000 wives, but some of these he would
give upon occasion to any subject who
had performed exceptional service.
The practice of making human sacrifices was uniformly denied by the natives, and Lieutenant King does not
seem to have witnessed any scenes of
hinnHohArl while he remained in the
country. The traveler was Introduced
r,
who Uvea
also to the
in a separate court just outside the city.
r,
like her son the
The
Ring, had one of her arms supported
She entertained
by an attendant.
and
Lieutenant King with kola-nother refreshments, and asked him InThe Queen-Mothnumerable questions.
of Benin was dressed ln clothes
of European silk, and she wore a
lace hat on her head.
Altogether, the city, with Its wide,
straight streets and "neat and handsome houses," appears to have made a.
very favorable Impression upon the
lieutenant, according to whom Europeans were at the date of his visit
"still considered as gods by the natives of Benin." We wonder what they

He wu covered with blotrtiei, Slid th)
burning sad Itching wore turribla to bear. A lad
told us to try Hood's Barauinrilla. Ho bega!
hiking It and noon Improved. After biking a (e
bottles he wus entirely cured. That was throt
years ao, and there has been no return of tliodls
eaue." a C. liovtAM, East Leroy, Mich. Oetoulj

The Peruvian government haa suspended
the coinage of silver at the government
mint, and has Issued a prohibition against
:he importation of silver coins after Vlay

field-glasse- s,

a hand camera, and a set of
instruments packed in a case."
To these may be added a 28 foot
rope of pure silk, weighing but a few
onuces, yet capable of supporting two
men. This rope was given to the Colonel by the late Crown Prince Rudolf
of Austria, who had used it himself
in the Tyrol.
whilst chamois-huntin- g
One of our Illustrations shows in
quite a startling manner the frightful
positions in which cliff climbers quite
commonly find themselves. This daring man la Mr. C. Kearton, of Elstree,
Herts. I asked Mr. Kearton to describe his method of making a descent,
and this is what he said: "Perhaps it
would be better, first of all, if I said
a word o two about that photo. In it
I am depicted climbing down a cliff
on the south coast of Ireland. I am
about fifty feet down, and the cliff was
nearly 300 feet above the sea. The
photo was taken by a naturalist frieud.
"Before starting on a
expedition," pursued Mr. Kearton, "I
first procure a couple of ropes about
the thickness of one's thumb, and In
length from 200 feet to 800 feet. Next
a crowbar, which I fix firmly in the
of
ground some distance from the edge
the cliff. One rope (the guide rope)
is securely tied to this crowbar, and
then held by the man who is letting
me down. Attached to the end are
three loops, which are placed round
my body and under my legs to prevent
me from falling out.-- ' With the camera
guide-rop- e
slung over my back, and the
in my hand, I deliberately walk
backwards over the brink of the cliff,
the rope being controlled by a man
who unwinds it at given signals. On
firing my revolver, the situation of a
neat is at once revealed by the sudden flight of the blrdB. As I am lowered, I carefully dislodge with my feet
every loose bit of rock with my reach,
so as to avoid a possible shower of
rubble and stones (the result of contact with the rope) when below. This
is vitally important.' At will, I can sit
in the girth or sling. As the sound
of one's voice is lost when at a depth
down the cliff of about fifty feet, another man Is stationed at a point where
1 can see him; and It Is through his
8gency that the man at the crowbar
receives my signals. ''The nest to be
photographed may be found on a fairly accessible ledge, In which case the

oiocn

sulTurer.

The Ureatest Journalist Since Oreelev'i
Time Would Mot Cheapen the Style
of the Sun Its Ola Rival Only a
Shadow of Its Former Self,

tree-nesti-

The Women Folk.
The "women folks" in the new cast
of "My Friend from India," at Hoyt's
theater, have not received all the attention that is their due at the hands
of the critics. Most of the praise thus
far has been lavished on the men, who
have the advantage In this play of pos-

TITLE
BESTOWED
CHARLES A. DANA.

to New York In 1877, uud subsequently to pastorates In the south and west.
For some years he resided in Baltimore, engaged In literary and church
historical work. Ills consecration as Confined our son to hit bed for five months. Tin
dltcase left hltn an object of pity and a great
bishop occurred ln 1888,

tures."
Educate Sour Bowels With C as carets.
Candy Cathartic, oure constipation forever.
10c. If C. C. C. fail, druggists rof and money.
Tourist "You have a quiet community
here, I suppose?" Dentist "Well, no nearman ln the place has
ly every
false teeth."
"If I ever get to be a celebrity I mean to
be gracious to everybody." "Well, If you
to everybody now,
began by being gracious
don't you think that would give you some
a celebrity?"
considered
for
being
ground

Aa

J
CHARLES

on which he became the editor of the
Sun, which has ever since been the
favorite Journal of newspaper men
generally in America. For many years
Mr. Dana has not been active in the
management of his paper, although its
conduct Is animated by his ideas. He
Is a benevolent man, fond of encouraging Utopian dreamers even if he does
not believe in their philosophy, and,
withal, Is perhaps t'he most picturesque
figure ln newspaper literature of America, standing, as he does, between the
old orthodox Ideas and the new Journalism of the day.
Joseph Medill, of the Chicago Tribune, was once a prominent aspirant
for the deanery, but of late years the
Tribune has fallen below the Standard
of the Sun. Mr. Medill has retired
from the duties of Its chief editor.

A. DANA.
by school buildings with every modern
convenience.
A few years ago, with the
exception of the large cities or towns,
where people were more heavily taxed,
the school buildings consisted mostly
of either dugouts or log huts. Many
of the log houses are still scattered over the state, and there is still standing
the first one erected within the borders of what it now the state. This one
is in Montezuma county, and in the
light of modern arrangements is looked
upon as a veritable relic. It consists
of a log house with four windows and
one door, the window now having
panes of glass, something that they did
not possess when the house was first

.
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Tfif. Dnmati
mother who with
her mantle ae- -

of her child from
the ravenous
birds of prey is
a perfect type of
motherhood in
all times and
among all people. To protect
her offspring
from harm is the
overwhelming
instinct of moth'
erhood.
Modern mothers are coming to
understand that
the best protection they can
give their children against the
acci

preying
dent of life is to transmit to them an
abundance of natural health and hardihood.
But a mother cannot confer health and
strength upon her offspring unless she has
in some measure herself.
erected. But the most curious feature it Prospective
mothers should know that
of this
is the stockade which Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is a sciruns entirely around the building. It entific medicine, which gives perfect health
strength to the special organs conis made of logs with their ends stuck and
cerned in motherhood.
ln the ground, and here and there holes
Taken early during the expectant time, it
A GRAND OLD MAN.
have been cut through the solid logs, makes the coining of baby entirely safe and
It insures cheerfulness
nearly painless.
leaving a place where the school teachBishop Newman One of the Most Promiand recuperative energy to the mother and
could
er
and
Methodism.
the
of
muzzles
pupils
nent Figures
poke
, '
constitutional vigor to the child.
It is the only perfect and positive specific
President McKinley, on his first Sun- of their guns and shoot down the Infor all weaknesses and diseases of the femi- day in Washington, attended divine dians, who were then practically ln pos- nine organism.
session of the territory. The stockade
service with his mother, at the MetroMrs. F. E. Forgey, of Cams, Keyapaha Co,,
" I write to yon again concerning
politan Methodist Episcopal church. served long and well aa a protection Jeb . writes: Mrs.
She has taken
D. Billings.
my daugther,
They occupied the "presidential pew," against the savages.
two bottles of ' Favorite Prescription.'or 8h .
General
of
world
a
her
good.
did
so called In remembrance
thinks the medicine
She was confined the 15th of February. Was sick
a
Grant, who was accustomed to attend
Sir Henry Parkes on His Early Tears.
10
has
and
daughter,
time
pound
but a short
Looks good, comchurch here during the two terms of
nicely afterward.
The Australian mail brings the an- Got alonglooks
clear, and she says she never fell
plexion
his administration as chief executive. nouncement of the publication1 of the so
well.
first of the three lives of the late Sir
anlokly. Send for "300 Inventions Wanted."
CCT
niUn UdguTtte A Oo..
Henry Parkes that were known to be UL I BIPU
Broadwaj.NewYork.
It is by Mr.
ln active preparation.
secwas
who
the
Charles Lyne,
u
Thompson's Eye Water.
private
retary and trusted confident of Sir
Carriages, Holiday Goods,
Henry for many years. He was de- CIRCWnRk"? Blbr
Notions, (wholesale). Catalogue (res,
Mercantile Co., Kansas Cltr. Ho.
as
Sir
his
biographer
by
Henry
signated
himself, wiho, indeed, read and revised
B.WILLSON 4 CO. .Wash- ington, D. O. No fee till patent
a portion of the book In its manuscript
aeoured.
book free.
form. One day during one of his
old-tim- er
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Sir Henry was reading a
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We want one agent in this County to

selltofamilies.

Bestpayingarticleon
life of Mr. Gladstone,
mhmmmh earth. We pay all expense. Address
C- &L.YZA CHKM. CO., Washington,
modown
a
volume
the
for
and, laying
was
to
Bald
Mr.
"I
Lyne:
ment, he
NEW DISCOVERY; H.
Va t
V I quick relief and cures worst
thinking when reading it of a compari- cases.KVSend
book of testimonials and
for
son between Mr. Gladstone's life and treatment Free. Ur. h.h.uukkh'ssons, aiiaaia,
my own. When he was at Eton, premm THOSK WHO HAVK
aAlnst the Government
paring himself for Oxford, enjoying all I
will write to Antrum
a
of
good education,
the advantages
Illcktard. Pension and Patent a An';,
I
with plenty of money, and being St., Washington, D.C., Uiey will receive prompt replv.
trained in every way for his future position as a statesman, I was working on
at 4d a day, and suffered
a rope-wal- k
such cruel treatment that I was
knocked down with a crowbar, and did
not recover my senses for half an hour.
"Western "Wheel "Work
I went to labor in
From the rope-wal- k
MAKERS
CflCAGO
ntAO'S
a brick yard, where I was again bruCATAL9GVE
FREE
when
Gladstone
Mr.
was
and
tally used,
at Oxford I was breaking stones on tho
CURE YOURSELF!
Queen's highway with hardly enough
Vmn Biff 43 fcr nnnA.tiira.1
clothing to protect me from the cold."
in to b
dischartff's,
indaniniHLioiiB,
irritation or ulceratiom
Truly a striking and dramatic contrast
of toucoui membra ii eg.
between the early years of two Prime
Painless, and not antriii- ntly-published,
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BISHOP NEWMAN.
Bishop Newman, of Omaha, Neb., who
was General Grant's pastor, preached
the sermon on the occasion of President McKlnley's initial visit. The venerable Dr. John Philip Newman is a
prominent figure ln the history of the
His
Methodist church in America.
first appointment as pastor of the
Metropolitan church ln Washington,
D. C, was in 1869, and he remained

$75

f

s so

1

there nine years, during which time
he served three months as chaplain of
or poiBonoua.
the United States senate. In 1873 Pres- Ministers.
tssi AtHeEvanS CHEmomCo.
old by OrtiffsiBia,
ICIHCIHHdTI.O.f!
him to
ident Grant commissioned
'
'
Kboilns.
Cecil
or
in plain wrapper,
wilt
Many
vD.8..7ir tvr exnrefifl.
make a tour of the world aB inspector
nrenaid. for
The proposal was seriously made in
i.ni. or s Dnrtitfi,
of consulates and to compile special
Circular sent ou request.
to make Cecil Rhodes the
Africa
South
The
commercial
reports.
literary
fo- - every
bnby born there
fruit of this voyage was another of Dr. namesake
97
W. N. U. -- DENVER.NO.
the
great man's period of trial
during
Newman's books, "Babylon and NineWhen writing to advertisers, plrase say
committee.
the
before
parliament
that you tmw the advertisement 'u this paper.
veh." Dr. Newman was transferred
18.-18-

That Aluminum Coin,

THE DAILY OPTIC

Some weks tto,u local paragraph read- ,ug as fullowa appeared In this papers
IKe IVls would uavtt vou bnllem th
be gut tbnt aluinimuu ooin laexcilmitRe for
uiniuunnuian, uui ua uiuu't, all tue same
Thereby huug a tula.
lie Finest Climate la tic 'Worm
Nothing nioru was thought about tb
matter till yeitordiiy, when City Marshal
Jim Cbrystal rfceivej a letter from Joseph
A. w alker, agont of tba U. B. secret sor
vice, in obarge of the Deuver district, bis
letter stating that be bad Just seen a"little
article of four Hues" Ja the Las Vegas
Uptio or the Issue of April 8th, 1897, In
reference to some spurious coin being lu
olroulutiuu in these parts. The marshal Is
to make diligent
requested
inquiry
ana forward the name ot the party
who has the coin la bis possession
The suggestion Is also made la the letter
&
of Inquiry that tbe banks might have found
out souietbiug about Itt

The People's Paper.
flew Mfiico Has

$Gml

Bomles.

Ooods
At LowMt Prlca
First-cla- ss

Ball O.me.

S
Staple
Pancy
1

GROCERIES

fleisehman's Veast
To arrive twice a week,
Tuesdays Bud i'rldajs.

er

Lion and Ar- buckle Coffee

Following Is a list ot tba plsyeri for to
morrow's ball game
Las Vbgas,
Ctclb Club.
C. W. Inglei
o
C. Baoobes
C. Dlsser
J. Daulel
p
EI.
B. Brash
lb
lingers
H. Hartley
2b
F.Cavanaogh
8b
J. Boyle
J. MoOafflo
s. s.
D. Dean
Dudley Dean
1. f.
A. Clements
F, McKay
o. f.
0. West
D. Lothian
Jas. Cook
E. Sporleder
r. f.
The game promises to ba a good one, and
will be played strictly on Its merits, and
tbe team that wins will do so from the
tact ot superior playing, "dirty ball" as It
Is oalled, not being allowed. .
.

ICnt rr

BATBRDAY EVENING. MAY

1,

1897.

PERSONAL

PICK-UP- S.

Macarlo (laHugos is over from Mora, to
day.
A. Men nut, jr., has departed fur the City
ot Mexico,
Hot. H, Persona, B, J., has departed for
Trinidad, Colo.
D. C. Deuel Is lu town from hit LaCuova
place,
A. A. Jones departed for Raton again, on
the morning train.
Don Jose L. Castro Is lu town from bis
'
Anton Cbico homo,
Pedro Tafoya, from Upper Lai Vegas, I
In the city,
Rev. T. P. O'Keefe is back from a fiylp
trip over to Santa Fe.
E. II. Halacer went aoross tba mountains
to Banta Fe, last nlgbt.
Cbas. Twltchell, tha professional nurse
hat gone up to Watrous.
C. E. Richards bas gone up the road to
Inspect a buuch or two of cattle.
RIoardo Romero vlsits'towo from Mora
in tbe Interest ot Bias Banches.
Guadalupe Mascareoas, of Ban Ignaclo
is about tbe metropolis,
A. C. White inks his name on the New
Optio register from Cherry Valley.
Samuel T. Elklns, a brother of the West
Virginia senator, was a passenger tor Cer
rllloi, last evening.
Mrs. Cult, who has been rooming at Mrs,
Wiley's, took the morning train for her
Cbloago borne.
Mrs. Juanita B. de Martinez, a cousin of
tba Bllva boys, is up from Albuquerque on
visit to them.
A. W. Nllsson, of Magdalena, and R. H.
Fiddlck and wife, ot Galena, III., put up
at tbe Plaza hotel.
Miss Bertha Bunker arrived from Con
nernville, Ind., last evening, on a visit to
ber brother, of indefinite duration.
Jas. Abercrombie and George W. La
kins discussed business prospects between
Las Vegas and Anton Cbioo,
Alt Long and Bob Hay ward
ed It up to Watrous, this afternoon, whence
tbey will drive down some fat beeves.
H.M.Porter, of Denver, and
ger Greene, of the Prairie cattle company,
were en route for Hlllsboro, N. M., last
evening.
Cblof Jnstioe Thomas Smith is at home
from a trip to bis Virginia home and
Washington City, be arriving by last even
ing's train.
Col. R. G. Head and A. E.Bourna, ot the
Watrous neighborhood, passed tbrongh for
En gle station, at which point tbey will re
ceive a drove ot cattle.
Frederick O'B. Buck, Denver; George
T. Lindtey, Atchison; K. H. Fiddick and
wife, Galena, III., A. M. Friend. New Or
leans, put up at the Depot hotel.
Grange Allingham, who was a pupil at
tbe Las Vegas semtuary, five yean ago,
lately ot Montreal, Canada, passed through
for the City of Mexico, last evening.
Lincoln Stewart, Hutchinson, Kansas;
W H. brooks, Raton ; O. Harking, Lead- ville; M. Fearman, Denver; F. J. Jones,
Los Angeles, take space on the Central
register.
Col. Jamss A. Lockbart, ot Colorado
Springs, was a passenger, last evening, for
Tucson, Arizona, wbitber be goes on a big
cattle deal, with a mining transaction in
the background.
'
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Attractive Prices,
Styles
A Full Line of Men's
Up-to-Da- te

Glove, from 50 Cents, tip.
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Don't overlook our offers in Men's S
re
Shoes. They all go in our Closing Out
Sale. Our Suits are going fait. Better j
Come and get one. You'll never
buyp
so
Clothing
cheap again.
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r.lASOMC TEMPLE.

I
Casli
Bring
we will give you the biggest value g
Your-
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for it you ever had.

f ILFELD'S BASEMENT
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Garden tools.

Wire netting,

Mix'd paints
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place to find just what vou want now.
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NEW CHINA

We are opening a large lot of

our royal vitreous white china
f and
the complete dinner set f
f or nooffer
nieces for onlvSu.eo
n

Seasonable Hardware

todraw visitorsto
Saturday,
bur great basement show of china,

EVERYTHING

g.

3oto $2,60
the latest

Parasols
shades in

Henry Levy & Bro,
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Geo. W. Hlckox & Hlxson
El Paso, Texas.
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Oeo. W. Hlckox & Co
Santa Fe, N

Geo. W. Hickox & Co.

Jewelere and Silversmith
Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty.
Minufacturers of

Mexican Filigree Jewelry.

Watches Rated

Watch

Official

With

Marine
Chronometer.

Inspectors A., T.
& S. F. R. R., at

Las Vegas,
N.
El Paso, Texas.

and

M.

Railroad

Avenue,

East Las Vegas,

N. M.

m
Measures taken for all

GREAT BARGAINS

u.iipf

a;
'fs

Wagner & Myers.

in white and black

P

'

PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
SUPPLIES.
FUSE, GENERAL MINING

changeable
silks, fancy figured, also

T

k.

'f

ALSO

arii Plaflja.

Ladles' Shirt Waists.

WIRE SCREENS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STOvES,
'
:
FISHING TACKLE.

$9.85

Cash Novelty Dry Goods Store

IN

SCREEN DOORS.j

glass, lamps, tin, graniteand copper wares, we will sell, only on
that day, our superb green and
gold decorated.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ht

nloi

Fit Guaranteed.

Now Designs,

.f

Sale loes On.

1116 Ol

We are slill making' Suits 'to Order cheaper than evei

the City.

.
JL Hose and Sprinklers,
Tbe hard times social given at the roomy
screen cloth,'
Brushes.
"
.
..
T
residence of Mrs,
C.
W. Wiley,
iawn
mowers,
Window glass.
wneeibarrows,
TALK.
last evening, was a memorable affair. Tbe
ftyies for "fino togs" were few, but tbe reIt freshments were fit for a more prosperous
Block' big isle.
occasion than that represented.
An ex
It cellent musical program
Clothing at oost at Block's.
was rendered,
which served to keep tbe assembly In good
Shower, are already of afternoon occur
spirits until a late hour, tba following
fence now.
named singers being down la tbe pragram
Look for Ilfeld's adr., Monday nlgbt. It Miss Mattie Knickerbocker, tbe Misses At
kins, Mrs. K. C. Rankin and Mrs. Bailie
That ring will be raffled at the Plaza bar, Douglas.
evening.
J
All county commissioners, city councils,
Mm. Atanaoio Cobley, across the river,
trustees of towns, eto., throughout the
Is the mother of a girl babe.
Territory, will get together on Monday,
Dr. Geo. T. Geald, the east tide postmas- under tbe provisions of the Bateman law,
and receive evidences of Indebtedness with
ter, continue! a very sick man.
a view to funding tbe same well, with
Mrs. Chris Bellman has so far recovered one exception, Sau Juan county, that does
that she Is now able to sit up some.
not owe a dollar in tbe world to anybody.
called
Sonltb
a
has
special
Judge Thomas
Miss Olive Optic, the name by which she
term of court at Mora on May 13th.
will be known for tbe present, comes to
life in the local woman's department of
Yon come to Block's with a little money Tnic
Optic, this evening. The lady writer
and take away a lot of floe clothing. It
ill likely devote more space to borne so
DINNER SET OF 112 PIECES FOR ONLY
Bleet and snow moistened the ground la ciety matters as her Held of vision and ac
the neighborhood of Mora, yesterday.
quaintance becomes broader and better
defined.
A complete assortment of .gentlemen's
P. H. Hirsob, tbe celebrated Ichthyolog
shirts in all the newest styles is placed on
at Ilfeld's.
It ist of Indiana, and late
ale,
of that state, is spending a few days In
Beck beer Is a foaming and refreshing
Las Vegas, on a tour which will extend
leverage handed over the Meckel bar, Into Old Mexico, where be will endeavor
these days.
to classify tbe uDlque speoimens ot the
Something entirely new and very hand- piscatorial tribe that may come under his
New line, dress skirts in black an d
some is exhibited at Ilfeld's,
in vlaion.
ilk mixed dress patterns.
It
fancy mixtures from $1.50 and up- Tbe restaurant In connection with the
F. U. Kihlberg has been named as as Headquarters saloon will close on Tuesday
tgnee ot the Andres Sena estate, in place oext, for a couple of weeks, while the
ef Don Lorenzo Lopez, deceased.
building is given a thorough cleaning, paint
and kalsomlning, besides having other
Correct styles and perfect fits from
Royal wardrobes are tboso Just opened ing
at Ilfeld's in quarter-sawe- d
oak, finely valuable Improvements made to it.
carves. Deep in ana see laeui.
RAILROAD RUMBLINGS.
took out
Henry Goke, of Bapello,
Pete Murphy, of the water service,
liquor license; Guadalupe, Martinez, of
FOR RKNX I furnlshtd cottage. 8eeJ)r,
In
down from above,
Teeolote, a retail dealer's permit.
Beelover
bas
tbe
former
Engineer
bought
Young woman, a resident
WANTED Veens
Nice fresh spring clothing, gents' far- - Belden
to solicit for a line of
property, on Tilden avenue, from o
Bisaing goods, straw Bats and everything
mplexion
goods.
Inquire No. 1, New
in tbe men's line at Jake Block's, at Eagineor Bulier, and be and family al Optic block.
It
slaughter prices.
ready occupy tbe premises.
Position ot
kind by
.
x-JJaMorris, night yard foreman st Gallup, WANTED voune man. any
3
Citv reference:
It is said that tbe recently built road out andEd Richard
Jt
fireman
at
Morris,
office.
Winslow,
this
it
of
east Wagon Mound, is' drawing plenty
'
Ks Other Siorj carr Duplicate our prices.
have come up to Las Vegas, in response to
of trade to that up country way station.
,
KENT A
cosy front hall bedv:
a telegram announcing tbe serious ilinesB inOKroom. Two very
minutes' walk from postLadies' belts in all new colorings. We claim to have the best
office. Call at This onto ofllce for lnforma- Lawn mowers, screen doors and win- of tbeir sister, Mrs. Irvin.
tlon.
It
assortmen and the lowest prices.
dows, at very low prices, at the old town
Cars of stock to the number of 144 were
KENT Ono sunny front room $10:
hardware store.
handled on this division of tbe Atchison, IjlOR
142-8- t
D. Winibbnitz.
bouse, $5.
Enquire of
on
and
between Albnquerque
Raton,
owner, tblrd bouse south of Jackson on
t
South
Grand
avenue.
ears
Dr. L. M. Breck, of Las ICruces, slipped Tbursdar, including tbe sixty-eigin the
away to Topeka, Kansas, in which city he which were unloaded and
SIVTH St. EAST LAS VEQA5.
Tfcyf ADAME KDWARDES MOORE Dlstlng
Was reoeatly wedded to Miss Olive Roblee. Las Vegas yards.
scientific palmist, at Mrs. btODe.
ivj lshed
2 to 6, and 7 to t p
Koom
12.
road's.
Hours
If the Kansas railroads comply with tbe m.
Those new art squares in the latest
made by tbe state board of railroad
shades of green, delft bine and terra co tta order
OR BALR-- A handsome, black walnut,
commissioners, tbe other day, the old fif
are snrpisingly attractive and very
mp ue'i room sex. rencu piaie
in price snly at Ilfeld's.
It teen-cejobbing rate will be placed In glKssmaruie
In dresser
For Information call at
'
rj&-full force and effect from the Missouri riv mis omce.
Elegant tailor-mad- e
There was another sale of burros at the er to
7 P
points west in Kansas.
suits,
50,00.
"tTTANTED $2,000, or more, two to Ave
The same price w a8
city pound,
TV years, 8 per cent, interest, on Imobtained under the hammer three for a
PLACES OP WORSHIP.
proved city real estate, we'l rented and
;
worth (lourle the amount. F. O. Box 294,
dollar.
lus-t- f
East Las Vegas, N. M.
West Bidk Catholic Ciroitcn. First
la the replevin suit of Jose Albino Baca mass
A
CURB
COLO
DAY
TO
ONE
IN
mass
6:50i
at
second
at
mags
8; high
against Eugenlo Lopez, "the issue bas been at 10; Sunday school and Benediction at 3, Take Laxative bromo Quinine Tabletr
All druggists refund tbe money If it falls
Joined," whatever that means In legal
to cure. 25c.
phraseology
Jewish Tkmplk. Regular services will
Another Testimonial.
mornA young lady arrived from St. Louisi be held in tbe synagogue,
1 was run down and could not eat nor
last evening, with tbe information on her ing, at 11 o'clock, Ludwlg Ilfeld officiating. steep.
After taking the Alterative water
two weeks, I could sleep and eat like a
lips that she comes hither for the purpose
First A. M. E. Church. Sunday school child. I have trained fourteen pounds in
ef getting married.
Sve weeks.
7
at 2:30 p.m.; preaching, 8:00 p.m.
Sarah E. Teavis.
Mrs. Joshna S. Reynolds and Miss Hat-ti- e
M.
N.
Las
East
It
Vegas,
Knickerbocker have In band a musical
St. Paul's CnrRCH. Services on Sunbenefit for the ladies' home, the entertain-ven- t day: Bunday school at 10 o'clock a.m. ;
A kidney remedy that can ba depended
to be given one evening soon.
Morning service at 11 o'clock; Anthem
npon will be found in Prickly Ash Bit
Oroers takes Sot ready ,..
ters. It- heals and strengthens. Bold by 3
"Still with Thee, O, My God;" Sermon
T. B. McNair passed tbe fifty-firmile
made suits 'front $3"6o !
of Humanity;" Holy murpuey- van retien urug wo.
the
Hope
"Christ,
He's abet-post on life's journey,
to w 16.00
Recessional. Evening ser..
ter man, though, in more particulars than Communion;
For
concerts and socials, rent 7SK . '
parties,
7:80
Anthem
for
f
at
o'clock;
vice,
morning
ene, than a great many younger ones.
"What is Rosenthal Bros', hall.
service, ' repeated ; Sermon
TJ. 8. Marshal . E. L. Hall, who
passed Meant by a Great Man."
Buy your islntR, white lead and oils at
& .vers', Masonic Temple. I24tl
through for Santa Fe, last evening, from
M. E. Church Rev. J. F. Kellogg, Wagner
First
unloaded
a
car of Hereford
Missouri,
9:45
a.m. ; Serpastor. Sunday school at
Jake Block bas knocked the bottom clear
bull at his pastures in Colfax county.
n
mon at 11 o'clock a.m., topic "The
out of prloeB In clsthing.
It
W. H. Brooks, whose little son beat his
Church;" Class meeting, 12:15p.m.;
way from Raton to Las Vegas, to tell him Preaching at tbe hot springs, in the Mounthat the mother was very sick, has re- tain house, 4 p.m. ; Ep worth league, Devopic-nic- s,
ceived word that she is much improved.
, tional meeting, 7 p.m.; Bermon at 8 p.m.,
ktopic "Almost Persuaded."
Q
Tbe Headquarters oafe and restaurant,so
First Baptist Church Rev. William
A
COOLEY'S,
long rum by Clark & Forsytao, will hererates-Fin- e
tiw high decree of perfection now rea ched by tbe tailoring;
after be under tbe sole charge of B. F. Pearce, pastor. Services, on
school, 9:45 o'clock a.m. Preach' "'' '
'
Forsythe, John B. Clark having retired Bunday.
e
masUrs (i the wocld-th- e
ing at 11a.m. and 8 p.m.; B. Y. P. TJ.,
from the firm.
Awarded
7:15; subjects for sermons: la tbe mornThe sale of the building he occupies with ing "Christ's Crucifixion;'' at night
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Ills City grocery on Bridge street, may " We Reap Wbnt We Sow."
xoake it necessary for James A. Dick to
.'
consolidate tbat stock with bis Model cash
First Presbyterian Church, Rev. NorSIAKS OP
man Skinner, pastor. Morning worship at
grocery, on tho east side.
11 o'clock, the service and sermon being
SUMMER
SPRING
As Tue Optic goes to press, the Teitle-fcsoespecially for tbe children ; Evening wortells a matchless story of
investigation Is still In progress. It ship and sermon at 7:30; Bunday school at
Is thought tbat evidence enough bas been 9:45 a.m.;
it
tailoring- supremacy
Society of Christian Endeavor
adduced to bind tbe old man over to await at 6:45 p. m.
and
only
emphasizes
the action of tbe grand jury.
glorifies tie record of this
sv"
FOR SALE.
The celebration of the month of May,
i
1.000 head ot ewes 2 to 4 years old.
famous apparel for
KitO lambs.
generally called in the Catholic church the
2.000 wethers,
"Month of Mary," will be observed with
HONESTY INSIDE AS WELL AS OUTSIDE
6(10
ewes.
appropriate exercises every afternoon at
and a uara&tee if you want it.
200 goat kids.
the west side Catholic church.
200 aoats.
THAT'S OUR WAY!
To be delivered at any time desired.
Only two tramps slept the sleep of tbe Wool on ebeep at present.
For further Innfortunste In tbe city calaboose, last formation inquire at this cilice.
MOST PERFECT MADE.
plght. Either work Is becoming more plenA pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder.
Free
La
France
rose
three
bushes,
years
old,
or
in
tbe
bet-jother
routes offer
sf
tiful
land,
r
from Ammonia, Alum or any ether adulterant
to
now.
flowers,
strictly
ready
ship
to
Inducements
tile penniless travelers.
J. Biejii..
40. Years thf Stoadiri.

STREET

i

THE LARGEST AID BEST ASSORTED STOCK OF

kinds of suits to order.

m

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE

New and elegant line men's fine furnishings: latest novelties in

)

sniris; latest stvles Uerbv and reaora
s.
hats, just received; our tailor made suits are

7. necKwear, gioves anu

caie

world-beater-

pit, CUofkmanship and Style Guaranteed.
.:'r..
Amos F. Lewis.

Orders taken for ladifs'
and gents' Mackintosh
coats, made to order.

-

'.r---

V.

t-er-

50--- st

i

Antl-ocba-

Parties going to Mount
ain resorts or
will
find it to their interest to
call

at

St, for

EVERYBODY

JS-ADMIRIN-

Bridge
Livery.

CLOTHING

-

(a

J&3

141-1-

out-doo148-0-

T .BRASH

Gents' Furnishing,
Go6ds, Hats, Boots
Shoes,

East Las

ftasJ. I.

EVERY PRICE A STRONG DEMONSTRATION
Proving again that our business is assuredly built
to serve you best at a price that is alvyays LESS

THAN ELSEWHERE.
SALE

SPECIAL

'

;'..i
and

'

Rosenthal Bros.,

Ladies' Shirt Waists at
Ail Other

Waists loduced

Hi

SALE OF

LACES.

The ladies will all hail this sale
up. with delight-- .
Our stock comprises medice, torch-ein Proportion.
du 3iess,balenciermes, silk Spanish
and Or iental laces. Divided in four
29c and

LADIES' DRESS SKIRTS.

different styles
)uBt arrived by express. Ail tbe newest andlatest styles
made np in serges,
cheviots, brilliant- SO

SPECIAL

OF

lots.

Lot one go

otU3c,
Lot tihree go

Lot two go

ot Sc.

Lot four go

ot (8 c.
at !2c.
Our entire dress goods stock at
actual cost still continues.
PRICES AT Sc. lOc. IS 1.4c. I7c. I9o
Ine and brocade silk.

Nothing Charged in tliis sale.

Rosenthal

Bros

